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hapter 

Introduction to the Book 

This is a book about application development using Microsoft Exchange 2000 
Server. This book was written because collaboration, knowledge management, and 
Web accessibility are three of the most sought-after features in a corporate software 
solution, and one of the key products that address all three of these topics is 
Microsoft Exchange 2000 Server. B~cause of this functionality, Exchange 2000 is 
perhaps one of the most important server products that run on Windows 2000 
Server. If you're looking for ways to create Web applications, workflow applica
tions, and e-mail! calendar applications on top of Exchange 2000, you're starting in 
the right place. This book provides a developer-biased overview of Microsoft's lat
est version of Exchange and how to develop applications with it, and it provides 
some insight and "gotchas" regarding the technologies involved. This book is 
intended to be a tutorial as well as a handy reference. 

This book does not cover methodology or process, nor does it provide a one
size-fits-all approach to building applications. A central thrust of the book is a 
detailed introduction to the development approaches that are available for 
Exchange 2000. Since Exchange 2000 now supports numerous programming tech
niques, you'll need to become familiar with all of them before making a decision on 
a development approach that fits your specific needs. This book will help you do 
just that. 

3 
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• Topics Covered 

Specifically, this book provides an overview of Exchange 2000 Server, the Web 
Storage System, and the WebDAV Internet protocol. This book also introduces the 
Exchange OLE DB provider (ExOLEDB), CoUaboration Data Objects (CDO) for 
Exchange 2000, and creating an Outlook 2000 digital dashboard. The following is 
an introduction to each of the topics that will be discussed in greater detail. 

Exchange 2000 Server 
I 

Building on tbe success of Exchange 5.5, Microsoft has updated its messaging 
server to include new Web-enabled features. ln addition to supporting e-mail and 
collaboration services, Exchange 2000 introduces some new programming models 
to make use of the Internet and other new technologies, which are introduced in 
the sections that follow. 

The Web Storage System 
One of the notable changes to Exchange 2000 is the introduction of the Web Stor
age System, designed for document management, collaboration, and k-nowledge 
management applications. ln a nutshell, the Web Storage System is a database tech
nology that you can use to store and share various types of nonrelational data. A 
good strategy is to have an application that stores relational data in SQL Server and 
semistructured (nonrelational) data in the Web Storage System. Examples ofWeb 
Storage System data include e-mail messages (including attachments), multimedia 
files, appointments, contacts, and Microsoft Office documents. The Web Storage 
System is organized much like a traditional file system and is used to store items 
organized within folders. "Web Storage System" is somewhat of a marketing spin 
on the Exchange stores former name-Exchange Information Store. To back this 
name up, Microsoft has developed some new ways to access the store, including a 
few Web-based options. The next section will describe each of these programming 
methods briefly. 

Programming with Exchange 2000 
Developing applications with Exchange is more complex and more flexible than 
ever, primarily because of the wide range of application programmer interfaces 
(APls) that can now be used. Developers now have the choice of the Messaging APT 
(MAPl), the Outlook object model (or the backward cow: OOM), Collaboration 
Data Objects (CDO) 1.21, HyperText Transfer Protocol/World Wide Web Distrib
uted Authoring and Versioning (HTTP/WebDAV), CDO 3.0, ActiveX Data Objects 
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Topics Covered 

(ADO) 2.5, the Exchange OLE DB provider (ExOLEDB), Active Directory Service 
Interfaces (ADSI), and the Windows 32-bit (Win32) file system APls for Exchange 
development. This book will help guide you through the alphabet soup of choices, 
with a brief discussion in this chapter and a deeper explanation in later chapters. 

Microsoft's selling point here is that Exchange 2000 now supports a wide range 
of A Pis to fit the diverse needs of enterprise developers, solution providers, and inde
pendent software vendors. Exchanges integration with other Microsoft server prod
ucts, such as Windows 2000 Server, Internet Information Server (liS) 5.0, and SQL 
Server 2000, provides developers with a dizzying mix of tools to use for building 
applications. We'll discuss each of the choices in its own chapter; in Chapter 19 we'll 
heLp you wade through these choices, providing a comparison to ease API selection. 

The following subsections identify the protocols, object libraries, and A Pis that 
we'll cover in this book. 

WebDAV 
WebDAV, simply put, is an evolving industry standard that extends the HTTP l.l 
protocol to include verbs for reading, writing, and locking files over the Internet. 
WebDAV stands for World Wide Web Distributed Authoring and Versioning and is 
described in detail in RFC 2518 (RFC stands for "Request for Comments," which is 

the way Internet standards are formed). WebDAV, or simply DAY, currently includes 
three completed features: properties, namespace management. and locking. 

DAV is important to Exchange developers because Exchange 2000 contains 
built-in support for DAV properties and HTTP access. More information on DAV is 
contained in Chapter 4. 

The Exchange OLE DB Provider and ADO 2.5 
In an effort to make good on the promise of a Universal Data Access strategy, 
Microsoft Exchange 2000 comes with an OLE DB provider. This means that devel
opers now have the option of using ActiveX Data Objects (ADO) 2.5 to access the 
Web Storage System. This is a distinct advantage for developers who come from a 
traditional database background; lhey can leverage their ADO experience. There 
are benefits and pitfalls to using the Exchange OLE DB provider, as we will see in 
Parl lU, Working with ADO and the Exchange OLE DB Provider. 

Collaborat ion Data Objects for Exchange (COO 3.0) 
Exchange 2000 also introduces a major· overhaul to its primary programmabiliLy 
component, the Collaboration Data Objects library. Rather than being a MAPI-based 

5 
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library like CDO 1.21, CDO for Exchange (version 3.0) is based on the OLE DB 
provider. More information on CDO for Exchange (which is currently available only 
on the server) is found in Pan IV 

File System Access 
Exchange 2000 comes with the Exchange Insrallable File System (ExlFS), which 
mounts itself as standard drive M: when the ·Exchange information store service 
starts. This means that you can now access the Web Storage System using the File
SystemObjecr and Wm32 file system APls. We'll discuss file system access more in 
Chapter 18. 

Microsoft Outlook 2000 
Microsoft Outlook, a core application in the Office 2000 suite, is the premier client 
for Exchange 2000. Outlook provides several benefits over Web-based clienL 
access, including oflline synchronization, its own object model, and a richer user 
experience. We'll discuss the use of Outlook in more detail in Chapt.er 6, where 
we'll show how to create an Outlook-based digital dashboard using personal Web 
Parts. 

• Who Should Read This Book? 

This book introduces architects and designers of Web-based collaboration and 
knowledge management systems LO the issues and Lechniques of developing with 
Exchange 2000 Server. The book also provides developers with a handy reference 
to the various APls and object models involved. For the project manager, this book 
discusses the potential problems and issues of developing applications with 
Exchange 2000. Despite its new features, and sometimes because of them, there are 
numerous things to watch out for in Exchange 2000 Server. 

This book is not a developer's guide to Outlook 2000 or CDO 1.21. For a back
ground and reference to those technologies, consull the companion book Develop
ing Applications Using Outlook 2000, CDO, Exchange and Visual Basic by Raffaele 
Piemonte and Scoujamison (Addison Wesley Longman, 1999). 

• How This Book Is Organized 

This book contains 21 chapters organized into five parts. Part I, Introduction Lo 
Exchange 2000, which includes this chapter and Chapters 2 through 4, introduces 
the new concepts for developmenr with Exchange 2000. Topics include setting up 
an Exchange 2000 environment; an explanation of schemas, namespaces, and con-
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The Sample Code 

tent classes; and WebDAV, the RFC-standard WebDAV specification and its impor
tance to Exchange 2000. 

Parr U, Exchange Client Access (Chapters 5 and 6) , introduces the rwo pri
mary clients for Exchange 2000: Outlook Web Access and Outlook 2000. This sec
tion covers the digital dashboard. 

Pan 111, Working with ADO and the Exchange OLE DB Provider, consists of 
three chapters (7 through 9). These chapters explain the ADO 2.5 object model, 
ExOLEDB, and Web Storage System SQL 

Pan IV, Collaboration Data Objects (COO), consists of a whopping seven 
chapters (10 through 16). This section provides a full explanation of the Collabo
ration Data Objects libraries, including CDO 1.21, COO for messaging, CDO for 
calendaring, CDO for contacts, COO for workflow, and CDO for Exchange man
agement and ADSI. 

Part V. Additional Exchange 2000 Topics, contains three chapters (17 through 
19). Topics include the Exchange 2000 lnstallable File System (ExlFS), a review of 
the pros and cons of each API, and a quick overview of using XML with Exchange 
2000 development. 

Part Vl, Sample Applications, introduces lwo applications that you can use to 
help build your own Web Storage System applications. Chapter 20 provides two 
useful tools (with source code) that display the ADO, CDO, XML, WebDAV, and 
MAP! properties for any item in the Web Storage System. Chapter 21 introduces a 
sample Web application that tracks students and grades. 

• The Sample Code 

All of the sample code used in this book can be found at http://www.plutal.com/ 
outlookexchange.asp. This site is also where you'll find updates, additional code, 
and features relating to Exchange and Outlook development. 

7 
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Setting Up an Exchange 
2000 Environment 

This chapter guides you through the process of installing Exchange 2000 Server. 
Although many Exchange 2000 installations are painless, it is worth having a guide 
because a wrong choice at any one o( the steps can lead to a bad installation. 

• Exchange 2000 Integration with Windows 2000 

Before we begin, here's something you may not be aware of: Exchange 2000 Server 
requires Windows 2000 Server. You may ask why Exchange 2000 requires a brand
new operating system to run. Although it may be presumpmous to think that 
Microsoft wrote Windows 2000 just for Exchange 2000, the reason is that 
Exchange 2000 Server relies heavily on Windows 2000 in several key areas, which 
we ouiline in the subsections that follow. 

Active Directory 
Exchange 2000 uses the Windows 2000 Active Directory to srore and share direc
tory information with Windows 2000. Active Directory is the directory service for 
Windows 2000 Server. It acts as a single source directory for all network objects 
(users, printers, and computers, for example) in an organization. Active Directory 
can store and organize information about user accounts such as names, passwords, 
and phone numbers. The Active Directory schema can also be extended to include 
custom attributes and object types. Exchange 2000 extends the schema to store 

9 
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configuration and user messaging information. Whereas previous versions of 
Exchange had their own directory services, Exchange 2000 uses Active Directory 
in Windows 2000 to provide functionality including Lhe Global Address List 
(GAL), Address Book Views, and Offiine Address Books. All of the directory infor
mation created and maintained in Windows 2000 can also be used in Exchange 
2000; it is not necessary to maintain separate directories for each. 

I( your Exchange infrastructure contains both Exchange 2000 and Exchange 5.5 
servers, you can use Active Directory Connector (ADC) co replicate directory 
information between the old 5.5 Exchange directory and Active Directory. ADC is a 
Windows 2000 service that allows administration of a directory from either Active 
Directory or the Exchange 5.5 Directory Service. 

Global Catalog 

Exchange 2000 uses Lhe Windows 2000 Global Catalog (GC) to store its configura
tion data. You must have a Global Catalog installed co install Exchange 2000 
Server. 

Administration through Microsoft Management Console 

Exchange 2000 is administered from the Wmdows 2000 Microsoft Management 
Console (MMC) rather than the Exchange 5.5 Administrator. As we shall see later, 
MMC is a common administration console that can be extended through the use of 
snap-in components. 

Integrated Transport Protocols 
-

Windows 2000 Server has integrated suppon for several standard transport proto-
cols using Internet Information Server (US), which is now part of the operating 
system. Installing Exchange 2000 extends several of these prowcol stacks, with 
additional functionality provided by means of event sinks registered with each pro
tocol. For reference, Exchange 2000 supports the following protocols: 

• HyperText Transfer Protocol (HTIP) and WebDAV (World Wide Web 
Distributed Authoring and Versioning). Most people know that HTTP is a 
standard protocol that a11ows Web browsers to access data and applications 
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over the Internet You may not know about the DAY protocol because i.t is 
an emerging Internet standard that allows HTTP clients to read and write 
information over the Web. Exchange 2000 extends DAV so that HTTP\DAV 
clients can read and write information to the Exchange Web Storage 
System. 

• lnternet Message Access Protocol version 4 (IMAP4 ). This protocol 
enables a client to access e-mail on a server rather than downloading it to 
the user's computer. 

1 11 

• Network News Transfer Protocol (NNTP). This protocol is used over TCP/ 
IP (Transmission Control ProrocoVlntemet Protocol) networks for access
ing newsgroups through an NNTP-compatible client Exchange 2000 uses 
NNTP to allow clients to participate in online discussions and access public 
folders. 

• Post Office Protocol version 3 (POP3). This Internet protocol allows a cli
ent to connect to a mail server, download messages, and then manage those 
messages on the client side. 

• Simple Mail Tunsfer Protocol (SMTP). This Internet e-mail delivery stan
dard is the native protocol that Exchange uses to transfer messages across 
servers. 

Domain Name System 

Exchange 2000 requires the Domain Name System (DNS) for name resolution. You 
must have a DNS server configured to run Exchange 2000. 

Windows 2000 Network Infrastructure 

Exchange 2000 makes use of the Wrndows 2000 network infrastructure, allowing 
your Exchange wpology to mirror your Windows 2000 topology. 

• Setting Up Windows 2000 

ln order to install Exchange 2000, you have to install Windows 2000 Server. This 
section will guide you through a typical installation scenario for the purposes of 
learning to develop on the Exchange 2000 platform. Although this section is no 
substitute for the documentation that comes with Windows 2000 or your individ
ual computer manufacturer, it will give you some basic insight into the steps 
involved. Also as a collaborative application developer for several Windows plat
forms, you may want to dual-boot your computer to have Windows NT 4.0 and 
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Windows 2000 available on the same machine. It's actually quite trivial. As with 
anything that you've never done before, it sounds more complicated than it really 
is. Since most books don't give step-by-step instructions for how to do it, we will. 

Preparing Your System for an Upgrade or New Installation 

Microsoft recommends a few steps prior to upgrading to or installing Windows 
2000. First, you should always back up your current files prior to any major install. 

Uncompress any DriveSpace or DoubleSpace volumes before upgrading or install
ing Windows 2000. DriveSpace and DoubleSpace are two disk compression utilities 
for Windows. Do not upgrade to Wmdows 2000 on a compressed drive unless the 
drive was compressed with the NTFS (NT File System) compression feature. 

lf you have disk mirroring installed on your target computer, disable it before 
running Setup. ln disk mirroring, partitions on two drives store identical informa
tion so that one is the mirror of the other. All data written to the partition on the 
primary disk is also written to the mirror, or secondary, partition. If one disk fails, 
the system is able to use the data from the other disk. You can reenable disk mirror
ing after completing the Windows 2000 installation. 

Lf you have an uninterruptible power supply (UPS) connected to your target 
computer, disconnect the connecting serial cable before running Setup. A UPS is a 
battery-operated power supply connected to a computer to keep the system run
ning during a power failure. Windows 2000 Setup attempts to automatically detect 
devices connected to serial ports, and UPS equipment can cause problems with the 
detection process. 

Before starting the Wmdows 2000 Server setup program, be sure to read the 
applications section· of readme.do.c (in the root directory of the Windows 2000 
Server CD-ROM). Look for information regarding applications that need to be dis
abled or removed before Setup is run. 
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Dual-Boot Setup with Windows NT 4.0 
If you are planning to do the dual boot with Windows NT 4.0 that we talked about 
earlier, we are assuming that you already have NT 4 installed and running properly 
on your machine. If not, you need to install this before installing Windows 2000. 
We are also assuming that you have at least two partitions on your machine-a C: 
drive and a D: drive, for example. In our scenario, we have NT 4 installed on the C: 
drive, and we are planning to put Windows 2000 on the D: drive. Each operating 
system needs to be on its own partition. 

Be sure to have Windows NT 4.0 Service Pack 4 or later installed on your 
machine. If you intend to create a dual-boot system with NT 4 and Windows 2000, 
Windows 2000 will automatically upgrade any NTFS partition it finds on your sys
tem to NTFS 5. However, Windows NT 4 requires at least Service Pack 4 to be able to 
read and write files on an NTFS 5 volume. When you're finished, if you boot your 
machine in NT 4 you will be able .to see the files on the Windows 2000 partition, and 
if you boot in Windows 2000 you will be able to see the files on the NT 4 partition. 

In our test of dual-booting a machine and installing Exchange 2000, the 
whole process took about four hours. You must also remember that even though 
you can see files on the other operating system's partition, you can't run pro
grams that are installed on the other partition. The reason is that the program 
will be looking to the registry of the operating system where it was originally 
installed. This means that if you want to use a certain software application on 
both operating systems, you must install it on both. This doesn't mean you have 
to waste disk space, because you can always install to the same location on both 
operating systems. 

Installation 
To install Windows 2000 as a dual-boot server with Windows NT: 

1. Log on as Administrator on your NT server. 

2. Insert the Windows 2000 CD in the drive. A dialog box will pop up asking 
"Would you like to upgrade?" Hit No. 

3. Wait for the setup program to display the Windows 2000 Setup wizard dia
log box (Figure 2.1). Choose Install a new copy of Windows 2000 (Clean 
Install) and hit Next. 
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Welcome to the Windows 2000 
Setup Wizard 
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Figure 2.1 The Windows 2000 Setup Wizard 

4. Accept the End-User Ucense Agreement (Figure 2.2) by selecting the cor
rect radio buuon and hit Next. 

5. You will now be prompted for your 25-character product key (Figure 2.3). 
Enter it and click Next. 

Uoenab AgJaemcnl 

Do you ecoept the tell!>$ olll>e UcemeAgroement klr Windows 2000? 

Figure 2.2 Accepting the Windows 2000 license agreement 
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Your Ptoduct Key 
Your Product Key 18lique!y iderdi .. your ccpy cl Windows 2000. 

Figure 2.3 Entering your Windows 2000 product key 

6. Select Special Options from the next dialog box. This next part is key for 
our dual boot. Click Advanced Options. Check I want to choose the instal~ 
lation partition during setup. Hit OK and click Next. 

7. You will get an alert saying that the setup program js updating to the Win
dows 2000 NTFS file system and asking if you wish to continue. Click 
Yes. 

8. The next screen (Figure 2.4) gives you the chance to visit the Directory of 
Applications for Windows 2000 on the Microsoft Web site, at http://www. 
microsoft.com/windows/server/deploy/compatible/default.asp. This is just 
a listing of compatible and certified applications for Windows 2000. We 
assume that you'll visit this at your leisure some other time, so for now 
click Next. 

9. The setup program will now begin to copy installation files. When it is fin
ished, it will restart the computer. 

10. When the computer restarts, you will be prompted to select the operating 
system. Choose Windows 2000 Setup. 

11 . You will now need to select the drive where you want to install Windows 
2000. When we did it, we chose D: and clicked Enter. Files will now be 
copied, and your system will automatically reboot. You will eventually 
come back to the Windows 2000 Setup wizard, where the setup program 
will automatically detect and install devices on your computer. 

1 1s 
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Figure 2 .4 Microsoft provides a complete list of applications certified for Windows 2000 

12. Now comes the regional-settings part of lhe setup. If you are happy with the 
selections for system Locale and keyboard layout, hit Next. 

13. Type in your full name and organizalion name at the Personalize Your Soft
ware dialog box and hit Next. 

14. Choose Per Server for the licensing mode. Set the number of connections at 
200 and click Next. 

1 S. Choose an appropriate computer name and password ar the Computer 
Name and Adm inistrator Password dialog box and hit Next. Make sure 
you write them down for reference. 

16. At the Wmdows 2000 Com ponents dialog box, choose ln tem et Informa
tion Services. Hit Details and make sure that NNTP and SMTP are 
checked, because they are required for Exchange 2000. Hit OK. Accept all 
of the other default settings by clicking Next. 

17. At the Modem Dialing Information dlalog box, select your country/region 
from the drop-down list, the area code, lhe number to dial to get an outside 
line (if necessary), and whether the phone system is tone or pulse dialing. 
Click Next. 

18. Verify that the date, time, and time zone seuings are conect in the Date and 
Time Settings dialog box and click Next. 
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19. Windows will now install network components. Allow this process to fin
ish; then select Custom Settings and click Next. Select the network compo
nents you need, but leave the defaults (Client for Microsoft Networks, File 
and Printer Sharing, and Internet Protocol TCP/IP). Hit Next. 

20. After the setup program finishes installing components and performing 
final tasks, the Completing the Windows 2000 Setup Wizard dialog box 
comes up. At this point, remove the Windows 2000 install CD from the 
drive and click Finish. The system will reboot once again and finally 
prompt you to log in. 

21. Log into Windows 2000 using the Administrator login and password you 
specified earlier and install Microsoft Loop back Adapter. Microsoft Loop
back Adapter is a tool for testing in a virtual network environment where a 
network is not available. It basically emulates a network for you so that you 
can develop and test applications without a network connection. More 
importantly, it allows you to code completely untethered on the road or at 
your kitchen table at home on a laptop. To install it, click the Start button, 
point to Settings, click Control Panel, and then double-click Add/Remove 
Hardware. The Add/Remove Hardware Wizard dialog box will come up; 
click Next. Choose Add/Troubleshoot a device (Figure 2.5) and click Next. 

ri 

I Choose a Hardware h•k 
! Which MrdW41o t•sk do )'OU want to perform? 

Figure 2.5 For stand-alone machines, your best bet is to install Microsoft Loopback 
Adapter 
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- ~-- -
Add/Remove li.ardw.nre W1zatd ~,~,f. ~'~~·~~:k·W~;:. 

Choose a Hardware Device 
Which hatdwa•• device do J10U wanl to tloubleshoot? 

Figure 2.6 Microsoft Loopback Adapter simulates a n~twork adapter 

Windows 2000 will now prepare a list of devices. Choose Microsoft Loop
back Adapter (Figure 2.6) and hit Next. 

22. After the computer reboots, the Windows 2000 Configure Your Server dia
log box comes up. If it doesn't, you can get to it by hitting the Start button 
and pointing to Programs and then Administrative Tools. Click Configure 
Your Server. Select This is the only server in my network and click Next. 
You will get a message saying, "If you proceed, Windows will automatically 
configure this server as a domain controller and set up Active Directory, 
DHCP and DNS on your network." This is what we're looking for, so click 
Next to accept. 

23. You will be prompted for a domain name (Figure 2. 7). After entering an 
appropriate domain name, type in the domain name registered on the Inter
net and click Next. In our scenario we chose "local." 

24. The final screen summarizes what the setup process is going to do. Hit Next 
and you're done. 
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.Figure 2.7 Entering a domain name 

Figure 2.8 Disabling personalized menus 
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• Setting Up Exchange 2000 

Now it's time to do the development installation of Exchange 2000 itsel£ 

1. Insert the Exchange 2000 CD in the drive. The Exchange 2000 Setup wiz
ard shown in Figure 2.9 comes up. Click Exchange Server Setup. 

2. The setup program will remind you to close any running applications. Click 
Next. After accepting the End-User License Agreement, click Next to get to 
the Component Selection screen. Select all of the components and click Next. 

3. Select the installation type from the drop-down list in the Miscellaneous 
Information dialog box. Choose Createf.Join a Microsoft Exchange 2000 
Organization (the default) and click Next. 

4 . Enter the name of the organization you wish to create and click Next. We 
left the default, First Organization. 

5 . Type in the user, domain, and password for the service account and dick 
Next. 

6. You will then see a component summary similar to that shown in Figure 2.10. 
Click Next to begin installing. 

7 . The Microsoft Exchange 2000 Installation wizard will bring up a message 
box (Figure 2.11) informing you that it must extend the Wmdows 2000 
Directory Schema. The schema on the Wmdows 2000 Active Directory will 

~ Excl\lnga Samr Setup 

Figure 2.9 The Exchange 2000 Server Installation wizard 
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Figure 2.10 Check your Exchange 2000 component summary 

be modified to include all Exchange attribu tes and object classes. To admin
ister these Exchange-specific items, Exchange will extend Lhe Directory Ser
vice Administration snap-in to expose the new attributes and classes so that 
they are both vievyable and modifiable in the Microsoft Management Con
sole. Select OK to accept. 

8. The installation will now begin. When it is completed, click Finish. 

Installing the Exchange 2000 SDK 
Available on the Microsoft Web site is the Exchange 2000 Software Development 
Kit (SDK), which is chock-full of documentation, sample code, and development 

Figure 2.11 The Exchange 2000 Installation process extends the Active Directory Schema 

1 21 
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tools. It is highly recommended that you install the SDK because it proVides a 
wealth of reference and example materials. The SDK (sometimes referred to as the 
Web Storage System SDK) can be found at http://msdn.microsoft.com/exchange. 

• The. Microsoft Mcmagement Console 

Now that you have Exchange 2000 installed, you will need to set up some test 
users, mailboxes, and public folders to test your applications. In Exchange 5.5, the 
Exchange Administrator program was used to configure most of Exchange's folders 
and settings. In Exchange 2000, we use Microsoft Management Console (MMC) to 
perform these tasks. 

MMC is an extensible, common console framework for management applica
tions. It is a user interface framework that you use to administer both the operating 
system and other Microsoft server applications, such as liS. MMC does not provide 
any management functionality by itself, but instead acts as a host for snap-ins. Snap
ins are management components that can be integrated into MMC in much the 
same way as COM (Component Object Model) add-ins are integrated into Outlook 
2000. They allow a system administrator to extend and customize the console. Mul
tiple snap-ins can be combined to build a custom management tool. MMC contains 
snap-ins, such as the Exchange System Manager snap-in, that control a specific set 
of functions within the operating system or, in this case, an application. 

Customizing the MMC 

On the Windows 2000 Start menu, click Run, type ''mmc," and then hit the OK 
button to get an empty MMC. Remember that the empty console has no manage
ment functionality until you add some snap-ins. 

Click Console. On the Console menu, choose Add/Remove Snap-in ... to get 
the dialog box shown in Figure 2.12. The Add/Remove Snap-in dialog box lets you 
enable extensions, configure snap-ins, and specify where they should be inserted. 
For this exercise, we'll just leave Console Root, the default in the Snap-ins added 
to: drop-down list. 

Hit the Add button to display the Add Standalone Snap-in dialog box, which 
lists all of the snap-ins installed on your computer. From the list of snap-ins, dou
ble-click Computer Management to open the Computer Management wizard. Click 
Local Computer and select Allow the selected computer to be changed when 
launching from the command line. Click Finish to return to the Add/Remove 
Snap-ins dialog box and click Close. Click the Extensions tab (Figure 2.13). Select
ing Add all extensions means that allloc~lly installed extensions on the computer 
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Figure 2.12 MMC allows you to customize your snap-in list 

Flgure 2.13 The Extensions tab allows you to add all local MMC extensions 
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are used. Click OK to close the dialog box. The Console Root now has a snap-in, 
Computer Management, rooted at the console root folder. 

From the Console menu, select Options to bring up the MMC options. This 
allows you to rename the custom MMC as something a bit more meaningful than 
"Console 1" and prevents users from further customizing your console. For exam
ple, changing the console mode by selecting User mode-limjted access, single 
window from the drop-down list will prevent a user from adding new snap-ins to 
the console file or rearranging windows. 

You can save the console file by selecting Save As ... from the Console menu. It 
will be saved as a ".msc" file, which you can distribute to anyone who needs to 
configure a Windows 2000 computer with iliese tools. 

Active Directory Users and Computers 
Having now had a brief introduction on how to modify an MMC, you should real
ize that the Active Directory Users and Computers tool and the System Manager 
tool in the Microsoft Exchange program group are really just customized consoles 
with specialized snap-ins for managing Exchange 2000 servers. In fact, you will 
find the Users and Computers ".msc" file and the Exchange System Manager ".msc" 
file in the Exchsrvr\BIN directory 

The Active Directory Users and Computers (ADUAC) MMC is used to manage 
most of the administration of Exchange 2000 recipients. Exchange 2000 recipients 
(and recipients from previous versions of Exchange if you have set up Active Direc
tory Connector and created connection agreements) are located in the Users con
tainer of Active Directory under the domain name by default. Windows 2000 uses 
Active Directory Service to manage Active Directory objects such as Exchange 
recipients. A recipient is an Active Directory object that is mail enabled or mailbox 
enabled, or that can receive e-mail. Table 2.1 compares some recipient objects from 
previous versions of Exchange with the corresponding Exchange 2000 Active 
Directory objects. · 

Right-clicking on a user in the ADUAC console and choosing Properties will 
bring up a multitab dialog box. The Exchange extensions to the regular Windows 
2000 ADUAC console include the following tabs: 

• Exchange General. This option configures basic e-mail attributes, includ
ing mailbox storage limits, delivery restrictions, delivery options, mailbox 
size limits, forwarding address, and delivery 

a E-mail Addresses. This option configures multiple e-mail addresses of any 
type and includes address templates for the most common types. 

• Exchange Features. This option allows an administrator to enable and dis
able Exchange features for mailbox-enabled users, such as voice messaging 
and instant messaging. 
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Table 2.1 Exchange 5.5 versus Exchange 2000 Active Directory Objects 

Exchange 5.5 ObJect 

Mailbox 

Custom recipient 

Distribution list 

Exchange 2000 Active 
Directory Object 

Mailbox-enabled user 

Mail-enabled user and 
contact 

Mail-enabled group 

Comments 

When a user is mailbox enabled, he 
or she has an e-mail address and a 
corresponding mailbox on an 
Exchange server. 

When a user or contact is mail 
enabled, he or she has an e-mail 
address used by Exchange to prop
erly route e-maiL A mail-enabled 
contact is an object with a Win
dows 2000 authentication account 
but no Exchange 2000 mailbox. 

E-mail sent to the mail-enabled 
group is routed to the e-mail 
address of each group member. 

• Exchange Advanced. This option configures advanced e-mail attributes, 
including protocol settings, Exchange custom attributes, and the Internet 
Locator Service. The Exchange Advanced tab displays only in the 
Advanced Features view. From ADUAC, click Advanced Features from the 
View menu to get the Advanced tab . 

. Let's now look at how to perform some simple tasks needed to test collabora
tive applications. 

Adding a New Mailbox-Enabled User 
A mailbox-enabled recipient has one Exchange mailbox associated with it, as well as 
an e-mail address, and can therefore send and receive e-mail. Using the ADUAC, you 
can create a new Windows 2000 user object and make it mailbox enabled in one step. 

1. In the ADUAC console, navigate to the node that will contain the new user. 
Right-click the node, click New, and then click User. In the New Object
User dialog box, fill in the user's information in the First Name, Initials, 
Last Name, and User Logon Name boxes and click Next. 

2. Type a password for the new user in the Password box and confirm it by 
typing it again in the Confirm Password box. Select the appropriate pass
word options and hit Next. 
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3. Verify that Create an Exchange Mailbox is selected. Verify that the informa
tion in the Alias box and in · the Server and Mailbox Store drop-down lists 
is correct and hit Next. 

4 . Verify that the information in the final view is correct and hit Finish. 

Adding a New Mail-Enabled User 
A mail-enabled user has at least one e-mail address defined but no Exchange mail
box. Such a user can receive messages at a specified address but can't store them on 
the Exchange Server. To add a new mail-enabled user, follow steps 1 and 2 in the 
exercise of the previous section (Adding a Nqw Mailbox-Enabled User). Then con
tinue with the following steps: 

1. Unselect Create an Exchange Mailbox: The Alias, Server, and Mailbox 
Store selections will be grayed out. 

2. Verify that the information in the final view is correct and hit Finish. 

3. In the Details pane, right-click the newly created user and click Exchange 
Tasks .... In the Exchange Tasks Wizard dialog box click Next. Choose 
Establish e-mail addresses from the Available Tasks drop-down list and 
click Next. 

4. Verify the alias and click Modify in the dialog box. In the New E-mail 
Address dialog box, select the address type and hit OK. You'lllikely choose 
SMTP Address. 

S. In the Internet Address Properties dialog box, enter the address and hit 
OK. Hit Next, verify that the information in the final dialog box is correct, 
and hit Finish. 

Adding a New Mail-Enabled Contact 
A Windows 2000 contact is an Active Directory Object that represents a user who 
does not have a Windows log-on account or a mailbox. For example, a contact 
could represent a user outside of your organization. It is equivalent to a custom 
recipient in previous versions of Exchange. 

1. In the ADUAC console, navigate to the node that will contai~ the new con
tact. Right-click the node, click New, and then click Contact. In the New 
Object-Contact dialog box, enter the contact information and click Next. 

2. Verify the alias, make sure that Create an Exchange e-mail address is 
selected, and click Modify. In the New E-mail Address dialog box, select 
the address type and hit OK. For our purposes we chose SMTP Address. 
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3. In the Internet Address Properties dialog box, enter the address and hit 
OK Hit Next, verify that the information in the final dialog box is correct, 
and hit Finish. 

1 21 

Adding a New Mail-Enabled Group 
A group is a collection of users, groups, and contacts roughly equivalemto a distribu
tion list in previous versions of Exchange. There are two types of groups: distribution 
groups and security groups. Distribution groups are used only for e-mail; security 
groups are used to grant access to resources. As we have seen, only users can be mail
box enabled, so we will use the ADUAC console to create a new mail-enabled group. 

1. In the ADUAC console, navigate to the node that will contain the new mail
enabled group. Right-click the node, click New, and then click Group. In 
the New Object-Group dialog box, fill in the Group Name, Group Scope, 
and Group Type fields and hit Next. 

2. Verify that Create an Exchange e-mail address is selected and that the alias 
is correct, and hit Next. 

3. Verify the information for the group and hit Finish. 

Exchange System Manager and Public Folders 

The Exchange 2000 System Manager is a framework for containing all Exchange 
snap-ins in a Microsoft Management Console. On the Stan menu, choose Pro
grams, Microsoft Exchange, and then System Manager to start a System Manager 
console similar to the one shown in Figure 2.14. Although this console can be used 
to manage most aspects of an Exchange server, we will focus on public folder man
agement. A public folder stores messages or informacion that can be shaTed with 
designated Exchange users. An administrator can create public folders through the 
System Manager, or a user can create them through Microsoft Outlook. There is a 
catch in creating them through Outlook, however. 

In Exchange 2000 we have the concept of a top-level hierarchy (TLH). This is 
a folder hierarchy tree in the Exchange information store. Creating your own TLHs 
is useful for managing several custom applicalions in a single Exchange organiza
tion. Using Exchange System Manager, you can see that under the Polders object 
we have the lone default top-level hierarchy called Public Folders. Using Outlook, 
this is the only TLH you can access. New top-level hierarchies are designed to be 
accessible by applications and are not visible to MAPI clients such as Outlook. If 
you want the public folder hierarchy to be visible to MAPI clients, you must create 
the folders under the Public Folders hlerarchy. If you are creating new folders only 
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Figure 2.14 The Exchange 2000 System Manager is where you administer Exchange 
2000 

under Public Folders, then you don't need a new TLH. Otherwise you need System 
Manager to create a new TLH. 

Configuring a New Public Folder-Hierarchy 
The first step is to create a new top-level root. Each top-level root exists on the 
same level as Public Folders and uses its own database to store folder structure and 
contents. 

1. Start up the Exchange System Manager, right-click Folders, point to New, 
and then click Public Folder Tree. 

2. Type in a name for the new public folder tree and hit OK. 

3. Each public folder hierarchy uses its own store in the information store. We 
now need to create a store for the p~blic folder tree and connect the folder to 
it. In the Exchange System Manager, expand the server to which you want to 

add a public folder store. Right-click on a specific storage group, point to 
New, and then click Public Store: Type in a name for the new database. 
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4. Click the Browse button and then select the public folder hierarchy you 
just created. Click OK to save your settings. You will now get a message box 
asking you for confirmation to mount the brand-new store. Hit Yes. 

5. Now you have to connect to the public folder store. In Exchange System 
Manager, navigate to the Folders object in the console tree. Right-click on 
the public folder hierarchy and click Connect To .... Select the available 
public store that you just created from the list and click OK. 

6 . Now you can set permissions for the public folder hierarchy. Right-click on 
the folder hierarchy again and select Properties. Click the Security tab to 
reveal the security options. To modify an existing user, click the user name. 
To assign a specific permission, select Allow or Deny next to that permis
sion. To grant additional users access, click Add, select a user, and then 
click Add again. Use the check boxes to control user access to folder con
tents. Similarly, to remove users, select a user and then click Remove. 

Configuring a New Public. Folder 

For our purposes, creating a new simple public folder under an existing TLH (Pub
lic Folders, for example) is generally enough. To do this, start up System Manager 
as described earlier and navigate to the Folders object. 

1. Right-click on the root of the folde:r hierarchy, point to New, and then click 
Public Folder. 

2. You can now set individual permissions on the folder as explained in step 6 
in the previous section. 

• Exchange 2000 Services 

To monitor services in Windows 2000, select Programs in the Start menu, then 
select Administrative Tools, and finally click Services. The Services management 
console comes up (Figure 2.15). 

Double-click on one of the services to get more detail (Figure 2.16). Click the 
Dependencies tab (Figure 2.17) to see the services on which the selected service 
depends and the services that depend on the selected service. Exchange 2000 relies 
on Windows 2000 services for access to system resources, so this is definitely a 
place to look when troubleshooting Exchange problems. 

Now you can monitor key Exchange services in the Exchange System Manager 
itself. In the console tree, right-dick on an Exchange server and choose Properties. 
Click the Monitoring tab. Click Default Microsoft Exchange Services and then hit 
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Figure 2.15 The Services MMC enables you to view the Windows 2000 services 

the Detail button. Here is where you can add or remove services that you would 
like Lo monitor. The following is a list of Exchange 2000 Server services: 

• Microsoft Exchange Chat (MSExchangeChat) 

• Microsoft Exchange Conferencing (MSExchangeConO 

• Microsoft Exchange Event (MSExchangeES) 

• Microsoft Exchange Information Store (MSExchangelS) 

• Microsoft Exchange Internet Message Access Protocol (1MAP4Svc) 

• Microsoft Exchange Message Transfer Agent (MSExchangeMTA) 

• Microsoft Exchange Post Office Protocol version 3 (POP3Svc) 

• Microsoft Exchange Routing Engine (RESvc) 

• Microsoft Exchange Site Replication (MSExchangeSRS) 

• Microsoft Exchange System Attendant (MSExchangeSA) 
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MICTOSOft Exchdnge lnf01mution Start! Prnpcrlics (l0[;11:~~)fiil 

Figure 2.16 Double-clicking on a service enables you to view detailed information 

Mtcrosoft htchange Jnrormollon Store Prupertll-! .. (Lut,rt C'unltJu .... 

Figure 2.17 The Dependencies tab enables you to view dependent services 
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Exchange 2000 Server also relies on the following services: 

• Network News Transport Protocol (NNTPSvc) 

• Simple Mail Transport Protocol (SMTPSvc) 

11 The M: Drive 

After installing Exchange 2000, you may have noticed the appearance of the mys
terious M: drive in Windows Explorer. This

1 
is all thanks to the new lnstallable File 

System (IFS) technology in Exchange 2000. lFS is a storage technology that func
tions as a filing system. It makes Exchange mailboxes and public folders available 
as traditional folders and files through standard Win32 processes, such as 
Microsoft Internet Explorer and the command prompt. Each information store 
exists as a file system folder mounted under drive M: of the host server. You can 
share drive M: as you would any other network drive. lf the letter M is already in 
use, the next available letter in the alphabet is used. The default names for the first 
public and private stores are Public Folders and MBX, respectively 

You can use theM: drive to examine the contents of the Web Storage System 
using Windows Explorer. As we'll see in Chapter 18, you can also use the lFS for 
programming purposes. 

• Summary 

This chapter guided you through the process of installing Exchange 2000 Server. 
We also covered a Windows 2000 dual-boot configuration and customizing the 
MMC. The next chapter will cover schemas and namespaces. 
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Schemas, Namespaces, 
and Content Classes 

To organize a set of data properly, one must understand how the data are struc
tured. ln a relational database, in which data are organized into tables, rows, and 
columns, normally a schema is defined beforehand. This schema defines what 
fields exist in which table, identifying £he name, data type, and default values for 
each field. 

This chapter provides an overview of how Exchange 2000 Server and the Web 
Storage System allow developers to organize information. We'll cover three main 
topics that are important to the rest of the book: 

1. Schemas 

2. Namespaces 

3. Comem classes 

• About URis, URLs, and URNs 

Before we get into schemas, namespaces, and content classes, let's define the differ
ences between a Unifom1 Resource identifier and a Uniform Resource Locator. 

A URl (Uniform Resource Identifier) is an address string referring to an object, 
typically one that resides on the Internet. Two types of URis are the URL and the 
URN (which will be explained in a moment). The URl is specified in RFCs 1630 
and 1808. 

33 
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A URL (Uniform Resource Locator) is a standardized string used to specify a 
resource on the Internet, such as an HTML document or a disk file. The format of a 
URL is "protocol://server/path/resource". For an HTML document, this could be 
"http://server/path!filename.htm"; for a disk file, "file://server/sharename/path/file
name.ext". The terms "URI" and "URL" are dften used interchangeably. 

A URN (Uniform Resource Name) is a standardized string used to specify a 
property or resource. The format of a URN normally follows a convention whereby 
entities provide uniqueness by using a registered domain name in the URN. For 
example, "http://schemas.microsoft.com/exchange/propertyname." 

• Schemas 

A relational database schema defines the tables and columns (fields) that exist in a 
database, including the field name, its type, whether it can be null, and maybe even 
a default value. In eXtensible Markup Language (XML), a schema defines the ele
ments that can appear within the XML document and the attributes that can be 
associated with an element. The schema also defines the structure of the docu
ment, such as describing which elements are children of others, the sequence in 
which the child elements can appear, and the number of child elements. just as in a 
database, the schema also defines whether an element is empty or can include text, 
as well as default values for attributes. In the Web Storage System world, a schema 
is very similar-with a handful of differences. 

Schemas and the Web Storage System 
The operating rules of the Web Storage System schema are different from those of a 
typical relational database schema. ln the Web Storage System, the schema is nol 
used for maintaining relational database integrity or primary key constraints. 
Instead, the schema is simply used primarily as a mechanism for discovery of con
tent class and property definitions by applications. In fact, there's no requirement 
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to use a schema (try that with your SQL Server database!). You can simply add 
properties to an item using ADOs Append method, specifying only a name and 
data type. However, these properties are lost if you .delete the item. Whether or not 
you define a schema, a set of core properties exists for every item. 

Schemas for default Exchange types are stored in the root folder of the infor
mation store. For custom Exchange 2000 applications, schemas are stored in a 
schema folder, just under the application folder. For example, a custom application 
in MyAppFolder could have a custom schema in the schema folder as follows: 

Public Folders 
I 
1--~MyAppFolder 

I--~ schema 

We'll cover the use of schemas in applications in more detail in Chapter 5. 

• Namespaces 

Let's say you've defined a property named "ID" that you've assigned to one of your 
items. Normally. one property would have that name-no problem. However, let's 
say you've extended another schema to create your property set. A field named 
"ID" may already be defined, causing confusion over which field you desire. One 
way to alleviate this problem is to use namespaces, which provide context for your 
property (to whom does this property belong?). Another way to say this is that 
namespaces provide scope and uniqueness. 

Default Web Storage System Namespaces 
The Web Storage System schema includes several default namespaces for accessing 
data, including namespaces for messaging, calendaring, and contacts. Table 3.1 
briefly describes the default Web Storage System namespaces. 

35 
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Table 3.1 Default Web Storage System Namespaces 

Namespace 

DAV: 

http://schemas.microsoft.com/exchangel 

http://schemas.microsoft.com/exchangel 
events/ 

um:schemas:microsoft-com:datatypes: 

urn:schernas:microsoft-com:exch-data: 

urn:schemas:microsoft-com:xml-data: 

um:schemas:microsoft-com:office:office 

um:schemas:calendar: 

um:scbemas:contacts: 

um:schemas:httpmall: 

urn:schemas:mailheader: 

Namespace Rules 

Description 

Propenies defined for the DAV (Distributed 
Authoring and Versioning) protocol. 

Properties specific to Microsoft Exchange 2000 
Server and Web Storage System. 

Properties used to create items that bind to 
event sinks. 

Defin;.tions for data types used during the 
creation of schema items. 

Definitions for Exchange-specific data types 
used for Web Storage System properties. 

Definitions for defining XML namespaces that 
incorporate dynamic dat.a typing and binding. 

Properties specific to Microsoft Office files. 

Properties used for calendaring. Several 
properties are also available on CDO calendar 
objects: Appointment, CalendarMessage, 
CalendarPart, Exception, RecurrencePattern , 
and Addressee. 

Properties for managing c~ntacts. Several 
properties are also available on the CDO Person 
object. 

Fields used to create and process the body of a 
message. For fields in the header of a message, 
use the mall header namespace. 

Standard mall header properties for messages. 
Several properties are also available on the COO 
Message object. 

Since namespaces typically must travel over HTTP, there are rules regarding how to 
iderttify the namespace and the name portions of a fully qualified property name. The 
first rule is the property/namespace delimiter; these are the valid separator values: 

• Slash(/) 

• Colon(:) 
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Table 3.2 Examples of Namespaces, Property Names, and Fully Qualified Names 

Name space Name fully Qualified Property Name 

DAV: propname DAV:propname 

urn:schemas-microsoft-com: propname urn:schemas-microsoft-com:propname 

http://microsoft.comlschema propname hup:l/microsoft.comlschema#propname 

http://exchange.microsoft.com/schemal propname http://exchange.microsoft.com/schemalpropname 

• Semicolon (;) 

• Pound sign (#) 

• Question mark (?) 

The namespace name is everything to the left of the delimiter, plus the separator 
character itself. The only exception to this rule is the pound sign(#): Namespaces 
that use this delimiter do not include the separator character as part of the name. 
Everything to the right of the delimiter is the property name. Table 3.2 shows some 
examples of how a fully qualified properly name is broken down. 

Custom Namespace Guidelines 
When creating a name for a custom property, you should use a uamespace to pro
vide scope and uniqueness for the name. The Exchange 2000 SDK provides a 
guideline for creating namespaces when adding custom properties: Use your reg
istered lnterNIC domain name to construct a namespace for your custom proper
ties. If your organization does not have a registered domain name, you can still 
generate a namespace that will render your propeny names unique. One way to 
guarantee a unique name is to generate a GUID (globally unique identifier) and 
use it in the namespace. This a'pproach does guarantee unique namespaces, but 
the results are cumbersome (e.g., "3fOa69e0-7fS6-lld2-bS36-00aa00bbb6e6") 
and hard to read. 

• Content Classes 

Content classes are data classes that describe sets of Web Storage System item 
properties. A content class defines types of content in terms of the expected prop
erties that are stored with an item. The content class does not explicitly define a 
property stored with an item but rather provides the means for applications to 
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ascertain the purpose of particular Web Storage System items and the properties 
that are likely to be available. The parallel concept in MAPI/Microsoft Outlook is a 
message class. For more information on Outlook message classes, see "About Out
look Message Classes." 
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Why Use Content Classes? 
Content classes are useful because they allow an application to determine actions 
that may be necessary to take on an item. For example, an application may use the 
content class to instantiate a specific object to display or update an item. Content 
classes are also useful for selecting a corresponding form or icon for the item. 

Putting Content Classes to Work 
All Exchange folders and items have content class values that denote their 
intended purpose. Figure 3.1 shows the folders in a typical Exchange mailbox and 
the content class that goes along with each folder. A folder, in terms of the underly
ing Exchange class hierarchy, is an item that is a collection of other items. 
Exchange applications can use content class values to determine how to process 
the data an item contains. As you will see in later chapters, you'll want w check the 
content class of an item (by examining the DAV:contentclass field) using an ADO 
Record object before you instantiate any CDO objects. 

Heres a sample Web application that runs through Exchange folders and dis
plays the content class of each folder it encounters: 

<HTML> 
<TITLE> 
Exchange 2000 Mailbox Folders and Content Classes 

"' .. . . . 
~:..ell ~- ~ ,fM li<\' ·'~ . ., ; . 

(t_,!._i!lrl ~-:t "'~~t:!]l~~ ttl~ tltti~!'f.t.mlir,.- .,~ 
Rxcllanee ZOOO Mailbox Folden and Content Classes 

'oldtrr Content Class 

I 
Tasks '-"=ontent-tlasses:taskfolder 

Notes urn:content-classcs:notefolder 

I 
JoutMI um:conlcnt-classesjournalfolder 

I ,!)ralls um:content-cla•u•:mlilfolder 

I Conlattl umconten!-classes:tonlaelf'old:t-

Calmd..- ~coob:nt~lassu:<:idJ!ndarf~ldcr 

Deleted ll=t umc~-classctfolder 

' I Sent Items um:content-classes£older . Outbox IJti\:COnte!ll-cluses£older 

JnbOX um:conlcnl-classeJJDailfotder 

_':.irT? 
·y;, :.. 

~· - ' ::~~-·~1-~ 

s 
~IJi~" 

~ 

I 

i 
3 
~ 

Figure 3.1 A Web page that displays the content class of typical mailbox folders 
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</TITLE> 
<HEAD> 
<8> 
Exchange 2000 Mailbox Folders and Content Classes 
</8> 
</HEAD> 
<P> 
<BODY> 
<% 

Dim objRec 'as ADOD8.Record 
Dim objRS 'as ADOD8.Recordset 
Dim sMail8oxURL 'as String 

Set objRec = Create0bject("ADOD8.Record") 
Set objRS = CreateObject("ADODB.Recordset") 

sMail8oxURL = "file:// ./backofficestorage/EXCHDOM.local/MBX/ 
administrator" 

objRec.Open sMailboxURL 

Set objRS = objRec .GetChildren 

<TABLE bordercl cellPadding=l cellSpacing=l width="l00%"> 
<TR> 
<TD><B>Folder</8></TD> 
<TD><B>Content Class</8></TD> 
</TR> 

<% 
objRS.MoveFirst 
Do Until objRS.EOF 

Response .Write "<TR><TD>" 
Response.Write objRS. Fields("DAV:displ ayname") & "</TD><TD>" 
Response.Write objRS.Fields("DAV:contentclass") & "</TD></TR>" 
objRS.MoveNext 

loop 

objRec.Close 

Set objRS = Nothing 
Set objRec = Nothing 
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</TABLE> 
</P> 
</BODY> 
</HTML> 
</TABLE> 
</HTML> 

1 41 

Content Class Definitions 
Content class definitions typically exist in a designated schema folder. This is a 
folder named "schema" that resides directly under the application folder. For 
example, a public folder application that resides in public folders/myapplication 
would have a schema folder at public folders/myapplication/schema. 

Content Class Hierarchies 
Web Storage System content classes support single and multiple inheritance from 
other content classes. The Web Storage System provides the um:content
class:item content class as a "base" class. This content class contains default prop
erties, defined in the schema folder located in the default store. The following illus
tration shows the hierarchy of the classes for the dsn (delivery status notification), 
calendar folder, and contact irem rypes. Notice how all content classes are derived 
from the item content class: 

il:em 
--~message 

--~folder 

1--~ reportmessage 
1--~dsn 

1--~ c:alendarfolder 
--~ contact 

Table 3.3 lists the content classes in the Web Storage System. 

Mapping Content Classes to Outlook Message Classes 
If you're migrating Outlook applications to Exchange 2000 Web applications, you 
may find it useful to understand the relationship between content classes and Out
look message classes. Table 3.4 shows how the two map to each other. 
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Table 3.3 Web Storage System Content Classes 

Content Class Description Extends ProgrammatJc ID 

urn:content- Defines a set of properties for um:coment- CDO.Appoinonent 
classes:appoinonem appoinonent items. dasses:item 

urn: content- Defines a set of properties for a um:content- CDO.Folder 
classes:calendarfolder calendar folder. classes: fo lder 

urn: content- Defines a set of properties for um:content- CDO.CalendarMessage 
classes:calendarrnessage message items that contain classes: message 

meeting requests. 

um:content- Defines a set of properties for a um:content- CDO.Folder 
classes:contactfold.er contacts folder. classes: folder 

urn: content- Defines a set of properties for an urn:schemas- CDO.Ltem 
classes:contentclassdef item that defines a content class microsoft-

for the Web Storage System com:xml-
schema. data#ElememType 

um:coment- Defines a set of properties for um:content- CDO.Ltem 
classes:document Office document items. classes: item 

um:coment- Defines a set of properties for an um:content- CDO.Message 
classes:dsn item that is a delivery status classes:reporonessage 

notification (DSN) message. 

um:coment- Defines a set of properties for a urn: content- CDO.Folder 
classes:folder folder. classes:item 

um:comenr- Defines a set of properties for an urn: content- CDO.llem 
classes: free busy item that contains information classes: item 

about whether a user's calendar 
is free or busy. 

um:content-classes:item Defines a set of base prop.erties um:content- CDO.ltem 
for an item. classes:object 

um:content- Defines a set of properties for a urn: content- CDO.Folder 
classes:joumalfolder journal folder. classes:folder 

um:content- Defines a set of properties for a um:coment- CDO.Folder 
classes:mailfolder mail folder (e.g .• lnbox). dasses:folder 

um:coment-dasses:dsn Defines a set of properties for an urn :content- CDO.Message 
item that is a mail delivery classes:reportmessage 
notification (MDN) message. 

urn: content- Defines a set of properties for um:content- CDO.Message 
classes:message message items. classes:item 

um:content- Defines a set of properties for um:coment- CDO.Folder 
classes:notesfolder note folders. classes:folder 
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Table 3.3 Web Storage System Content Classes (continued) 

Content Class Description Extends Programmatic ID 

urn:coment- Defines the base object. (none) CDO.ltem 
classes: object 

um:content- Defines a set of properties for urn: content- CDO.Person 
dasses:person contact items. classes:item 

um:coment- Defines a set of properties for urn:schemas- CDO.ltem 
classes:propertydef an item that defines a property microsoft-

for the Web Stoi'l:lge System com:xml-
schema. data#EiementType 

urn:content- Defines a set of properties for a urn:concem- CDO.Message 
classes:recallmessage recall message. dasses:message 

um:contenc- Defines a set of properties um:content- CDO.Message 
class~:recallreport for a recall report message dasses:reportmessage 

item. 

urn:content- Defines a set of properties for a urn:content- CDO.Folder 
classes:taskfolder task folder. classes: folder 

um:schemas-microsoft- Defines a set of properties for um:content- CDO.ltem 
com:xml-data schema definition items. classes:item 

Table 3.4 Outlook Message Classes and Their Content Class Equivalents 

Outlook Message 
Outlook ObJect Class Web Storage System Content Class 

Calendar folder lPECalendar um:content-dasses:calendarfolder 

Calendar item TPM.Appointment um:content-classes:appointment 

Contacts folder lPEContact um:contem-classes:contactfolder 

Contact item IPM.Contact um :content-classes:person 

lnbox folder (or any e-maU folder) IPENote um:content-classes:mallfolder 

lnbox item (or any e-mail item) IPM.Note um:content-classes:message 

journal folder IPF.journal urn:conrent-classes:journalfolder 

j ournal item lPM.Activity urn:content-classes:item (journal items are not 
supported other than as items) 

Tasks folder £PF.Task urn:content-classes:taskfolder 

Task item lPM. Task urn:contem-dasses:item (tasks are not sup-
_./ ported other than as items) 

1 43 
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• Automatic Property Promotion 

One of the interesting features of the Web Storage System is that many of the 
Microsoft Office properties, such as Author and Title, are turned into Web Storage 
System properties when the document is saved. Exchange does this with a built~in 
event sink that "promotes" a specific set of properties in the Office document. The 
Web Storage System then contains a set of properlies that relate to the document 
properties. 

Office documents have a content class of urn:content-classes:document. Pro
moted Office properties have a namespace of um:schemas-microsoft-com:office: 
office#propertyname. 

• Summary 

Understanding how Exchange organizes data is an important consideration when 
you're developing applications on the Web Storage System. Schemas define the ele
ments, attributes, and sttucture of Web Storage System items. Namespaces provide 
scope and uniqueness for an attribute name. Content classes define the purpose of a 
particular Web Storage System item and help inclicate which properties are likely to 
be available. These terms will be used throughout the remainder of the text, so its 
important that we have a general understanding of each. 
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WebDAV: An Overview 

This chapter intToduces one of the protocols that Exchange 2000 natively sup
ports: WebDAV. We'll provide an overview of the WebDAV Internet protocol, with 
specific applications to Exchange Server. Although the WebDAV protocol is not 
specific to Exchange 2000, il will probably be new for many developers. 

Traditionally, the Web has been a great place for one-way document access, 
most commonly for reading pages of documents from Web servers. Over time, how
ever, the Web community has realized that the ability to write to a Web server in a 
standard way has benefits. One example of a (nonstandard) way o[ writing to a Web 
server is Microsoft's FrontPage extensions. FronLPage extensions were designed to 
allow Web authors to write, rename, copy, and manage files and directories on a 
Web server using a standard HTTP connection. This protocol eliminated the need 
for a file-share mapping or FTP session m the remote computer. 

In response to the need for an industry standard for remote authoring over 
HTTP, the WebDAV standard was created. WebDAV, which stands for World Wide 
Web Distributed Authoring and Versioning, is roughly equivalent to Microsofts 
FrontPage Server Extensions (which is proprietary to Microsoft) . Since WebDAV is 
sometimes simply referred to as DAV, you'll see both terms used here. 

45 
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• WebDAV: The Basics 

WebDAV. simply put, is an evolving Internet standard that extends the HTTP 1.1 
promcol to include verbs for reading, writing, and locking files. The DAV specifica
tion is described in RFC 2518 and includes primarily three completed fearures: 

1. Properties. DAY supports an extensible property set for metadata by using 
XML. These properties can be retrieved, set, and deleted by use of the DAY 
protocol. 

2 . Namespace management. DAY supports Local copy, move, and rename 
operations. DAY also supports the concept of collections (such. as a file 
directory or Exchange folder) . This is a distinct advantage over straight 
HTTP, in which copying a file meant downloading it and then reupload
ing it. 

3. Locking. DAY supports locking, which prevents two authors from overwrit
ing each other's changes. 

Additional feamres are in the works, including support for advanced collec
tions, versiooing, and access control lists. 

• WebDAV Client Support 

Some client applications already support WebDAV. For example, Windows 2000 
supports Web Folders, which is a way to map a drive to a DAY-enabled Internet 
address. Web Folders allows you to use a DAY server as you would a regular drive. 
Microsoft Office 2000 also supports DAY by allowing you co enter a Web address in 
the Open and Save As dialog boxes. 

Microsoft Web Folders 
Shortcuts to Web servers are known as Web folders (sometimes referred to as 
HTTP folders). The shortcuts are created automatically in My Network Places 
whenever you open resources on a Web server, provided that you have read and 
write access to the server. You can also use the Add Network Place wizard ro create 
shortcuts to Web servers and other computers. Web Folders provides an easy way 
to view files and folders on DAY-enabled Web servers. You can manage files and 
folders on a Web server using Windows Explorer (Figure 4.1). 
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Documents on 
Web Server 

Tell me more about Web foldoa. 

Figure 4.1 Web Folders allows you to use a WebDAV store just like a local folder on your hard drive 

Setting Up a Web Folder 
Before you can manage files and folders on a Web server, lhe Web server musl sup
pan Web Folders. To do so, the server requires either the Web Extender Client 
(WEC) protocol and Froni.Page extensions or the WebDAV protocol and US. 
Exchange 2000 and liS 5.0 together are an example of a DAY-enabled file server 
(specifically, it's called DAVfs). You must also have read and write access to the 
Web server. To create a Web folder in Windows 2000, simply do the following: 

1. Double-click My Network Places on the desktop to open it. 

2. Double-dick Add Network Place. Enter the Internet address of a Web 
server to which you can save files (e.g., "http://MyServer/WebDAVDocs"). 

3. Enter a name for the shortcut (e.g., "MyDAVFolder"). 

4 . Click Finish. 

• How WebDAV Works 

Since WebDAV is simply an extension of the HTTP l.l .protocol, it's really nothing 
more than a bunch of new verbs that enable a new set of actions. Let.S explore them 
here. 

1 47 
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DAVVerbs 
To enable the features listed in the previous section, DAV has added several verbs 
(also called methods or commands) to rhe HTTP 1.1 protocol. These additional 
verbs instruct the DAV-CO!flpliant Web server to perform actions such as creating a 
folder, deleting an item, or inspecting a properr.y set. Table 4.1 lists some of the 
verbs that can be used with DAV and HTTP 1.1. 

We'll put the new DAV methods to work later in this chapter in a sample appli
cation that uses the Microsoft XML Parser (MSXML) component. First, however, 
let's discuss how DAV uses XML. 

DAV and XML 
One 9f the advantages of using WebDAV to access information on a Web server is 
the standard set of properties to which you'll also have access. In addition to its 
standard information (the data), every file and directory has additional information 
associated with it (the metadata). Files typically have.attributes such as name, size, 
and modification date. Standard HTTP lets some of this information be defined 
through headers; one of the most common is the HTTP Content-Type header, 
which is used to associate a MIME type with the data in the body of the HTTP 
request or response. Content-Type headers let clients see what kind of data is com
ing clown the pipe (e.g., "application/word" is the Content-Type header for a 
Microsoft Word document) . To allow a virtually unlimited number of file and 
directory properties, DAV makes use of XML to let clients make property queries. 

All resources (including collections) have properties. Properties consist of a 
name and a value. Names are described by use of an XML element (e.g., "<dis
playname/>"); values are described by use of an XML tree (e.g., "<displayname>My 
Document</displayname>"). 

Uve versus Dead Properties 
Because properties are represented as an XML te:ll.'t string, and because XML docu
ments can be pulled down onto the cliem machine, we must distinguish between 
"live" and "dead" properties. A live property is one that resides on the server (in 
the Exchange 2000 Web Storage System database) and is always current and accu
rate. A dead property resides on the client and may not be current and accurate. 
The properLy may need to be refreshed. 

Namespaces: Are Those My Properties? 
As we saw in Chapter 3, namespaces are an important aspect of development 
because we need to make sure all references to our properties are unambiguous. 
DAV is no exception: The namespace for DAV properties is "DAV." The complete 
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Table4.1 DAV/HTTP 1.1 Verbs 

Ve.rb Name 

COPY 

DELETE 

GET 

LOCK 

MKCOL 

MOVE 

OPTIONS 

Description 

Copies a resoun:e or collection specified in 
tbeURL. 

Deletes the resource or collection speci6ed 
in the URL 

Retrieves a URL from the server. A GET 
request for a specific URL-say, /defaull. 
h tm-retrieves the default.htm file. 

Locks a resource or collection specified in 
tbeURL 

Creates a collection resource ac the indi
cated URL on the server. This method is 
typically used to create subfolders. 

Moves a resource or collection specified in 
the URL. 

Returns a list of all supported HTTP meth
ods. Useful to test server support for DAV. 

PROPFIND Retrieves property values at the specified 
URL. 

PROPPATQI SetS or deletes properties at the specified 
URL. 

PUT 

UNLOCK 

Creates a resource at the indicated URL on 
the server. The server takes the body of the 
request, creates the file specified ln the URL, 
and copies the received data to the newly 
created file. 

Unlocks a resoun:e or collection specified 
in the URL. 

1 49 
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Yes. COPY simplifies server-side resource 
or collection copying. 

No. DELETE is pan of the HTTP l.O specifi
cation, but it has been updated for collections. 

No. GET works on all kinds of Web servers, 
regardless of DAV support. 

Yes. LOCK provides a way lO set a shared or 
exclusive lock on a server-side resource or 
collection. 

Yes. MKCOL must be used for adding collec
tions (e.g., a folder). 

Yes. MOVE simplifies server-side resource or 
collection moving. 

No. OPTIONS works on all kinds of Web serv
eiS, but you will get different resultS on servers 
with DAV supporL 

Yes. PROPFlND provides a way to retrieve 
document properties on a Web server. 

Yes. PROPPATCH provides a way to set or 
delete properties on a Web server. 

No. PUT works on all kinds of Web servers, 
but DAV servers still use it for writing files. 

Yes. UNLOCK provides a way to remove a 
shared or exclusive lock on a server-side 
resource or collection. 

DAV property set is listed in Table 4.2. The colon separates the namespace from the 
property name. 
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Table 4 .2 DAV Properties Supported by Exchange 2000 

Property Name 

DAY: abstract 

DAV:autoversi.on 

DAV:checkintime 

DAV:childau toversioning 

DAV:childcount 

DAV:childversioning 

DAV:comment 

DAV:contentclass 

DAV:creationdate 

DAV:defaultdocument 

DAV:displayname 

DAV:getcontentlanguage 

DAV:getcontentlength 

DAV:getcontenttype 

DAV:getetag 

DAV:getlastrnodified 

DAV:haschildren 

DAV:hassubs 

DAV:href 

DAV:id 

DAV:iscollection 

Description 

Brief text for this item. 

Specifies whether the resource is versioned automatically. 

A time stamp set by the server indicating when a resource was 
checked in. 

Specifies whether automatic versioning is set for folder items, 
including any subfolders. 

The number of objects, including subfolders, in a folder. 

Specifies whether versioning is set for items and subfolders in a 
folder. 

A free-text comment on the item. 

The content class of the item. For more on content classes, see 
Chapter 3 . 

Date and time (Greenwich Mean Time, GMT) that the item was 
created. 

The name of the default item in a folder; the name of the default 
document in a structured document. 

The common name of the item (e.g., the subject of a message or the 
FileAs value for a contact). 

The default language header for content within this item. 

The size of the item in bytes. 

The content type of the item (such as "image/gif>' or "texr/plain"). 

The entity tag associated with a cached entry. 

Date and time (GMT) that the item was last updated. 

Indicates whether the item has child objects (applies only to collec
tion items). 

Indicates whether the folder item has subfolders (applies only to 
folders). 

The URL of the item. 

A unique ID of the item. 

Indicates whether this item is a collection type (such as a folder or 
structured document). 

Read
Only? 
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Table 4.2 DAV Properties Supported by Exchange 2000 (continued) 

Property Name 

DAV:isfolder 

DAV:isbidden 

DAV:isreadonly 

DAV:isroot 

Description 

Indicates whether lhis item is a folder. 

lndicates whether lhis item is designated as hidden (you must 
specify lhis when the item is first created). 

lndicates whether this item is read-only. 

Indicates whether this item is a root folder. 

DAV:isstructureddocumenL Indicates whelher this item is a structured document. 

DAV:isversioned Indicates whether this item is being versioned. 

DAV:lastaccessed Date and time (GMT) that the item was last accessed. 

DAV:lockdiscovery The list of all current locks on an item. 

DAV:mergedfrom 

DAV:nosubs 

DAV:objectcount 

DAV:parentname 

DAV:resourcetype 

DAV:revisioncomment 

DAV:revisionid 

DAV:revisionlabel 

DAV:revisionuri 

DAV:searchrequest 

DAV:searchtype 

DAV:supportedlock 

DAV:uid 

DAV:uri 

DAV:visiblecounc 

DAV:vresourceid 

The resource from which this item was merged. 

Indicates whether subfolders can be created in this folder. 

The number of items in a folder that are not folders, including 
hidden objects. 

The name of this items parent. 

The type of this item: either "<collection!>" (the item is a 
collection) or empty (lhe item is not a collection). 

A comment for a particular revision of the document. 

The ID for lhis version of tl1e document (usually a ve.rsion number). 

A label for a particular version of the document. 

Reserved for future use. 

The original query used to build the search folder being inspected. 

The type of the search. 

Lock conditions for this item, formatted in XML 

A unique identifier for this item. 

The item's URI-same as DAV:href. 

The number of visible non folder items in a folder. 

A unique lD for the versions of lhis item. All versions of an item 
that is under revision control have the same identifier (set by the 
Web Storage System service). · 

1 s1 

Read· 
Only? 

-1' 

-1' 

-1' 

-1' 

-1' 
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• DAV Support in liS 5.0 

Several Microsoft products have already implemented the DAY standard. Wmdows 
2000, and liS 5.0 in particular, has implemented support for DAV. which supports 
writing to US folders using the DAY standard. Clients such as Microsoft Office 
2000 and Internet Explorer 5.0 also support DAV Exchange 2000 suppons access
ing contem in either public or private folders through the DAV standard. 

You can use DAVin Exchange 2000 by simply creating a folder under the pub
lic folders root. Give the folder a name (e.g., "WebDAVDocs") and be sure to spec
ify read/write access to a specific user or group. 

Lets take a look at client support to th':is new folder. For the following exam
ple, a file named MyDocFile.doc has been copied into the new folder. From a client 
computer, open Word 2000. From the menu bar, selecl File and then Open and 
specify "http://ExchServerName/public/WebDAVDocs/MyDocFile.doc" in the file
name text box (Figure 4.2). You can edit the document and save it directly to the 
Exchange store using WebDAV 

• Creating a DAV-Enabled Application 

There are several client-based COM components that you can use to develop appli
cations using tbe DAV protocol. The next section will cover two of the most com-

Figure 4.2 Microsoft Word provides ways to access a Web folder using the standard 
Save As dialog box 
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mon components: the Microsoft XMLHTfP component and the MDAlPP OLE DB 
provider. (ln Chapter 7 we'll cover the Exchange OLE DB provider as a way to 
access WebDAV properties.) 

MSXML COM Component 

After setting up DAV, you'll want to know how you might use it in applications. 
One way to send DAV requests programmatically to a server is through the 
MSXML component, which ships with Internet Explorer 5.0. You can use the 
MSXML component to create and send HTTP requests and parse XML data. 
Using HTTP and XML, you can format pure DAV verbs and related headers, 
sending raw commands to the DAV server. In tum, your client must be able to 
understand and interpret response headers. Let's create a sample application that 
does just that. 

To begin creating the sample client, open Visual Basic and create a new Stan
dard EXE project. Since the application will be using Microsoft's XMLHTIP com
ponent, you'll want to select Microsoft XML, version 2.0 from the References 
menu dialog box (Figure 4.3) . 

The main form contains a text box where the user can enter a URL, such as 
"http://server/exchange/jamisons". There are also some command buttons-one 
for each DAV method that we implement. We'll implemenc five of the DAV meth
ods here: OPTIONS, MKCOL, DELETE, PROPFIND, and PROPPATCH. Another 
text box on the form displays the results of the request (Figure 4.4). 

Figure 4.3 Selecting the Microsoft XML version 2.0 library 

53 
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Figure 4.4 A sample VB application that implements WebDAV verbs using the MSXML 
component 

OPTIONS 
The first button we'll add is the OPTIONS button, which will send a request to the 
DAV server to see what methods it supports: 

Private Sub cmdOptions_Click() 
Dim objXML As XMLHTTPRequest 
' Create XMLHTTP object 
Set objXML = CreateObject("Microsoft.XMLHTTP") 
' Open an HTTP connection to the server using the entered URL 
objXML .open "OPTIONS", txtURL, False 
' Send our request to the server 
objXML . send 
txtResponse.Text = objXML.getAllResponseHeaders 
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Set objXML = Nothing 
End Sub 

1 ss 

After the OPTIONS request is executed, here's what a response from the 
Exchange 2000 Server should look like: 

Server: Microsoft-IlS/5.0 
Date: Sun, 05 Mar 2000 21:46:16 GMT 
WWW-Authenticate : Negotiate · 
ZjBkoAMCAReiXQRb4qdB3AJyo1Jh4xWfSsYkqiWz9QOR3VQ6UWDTIHU0VXMWwj0pxp 
MS-Author-Via: DAV 
Allow-Extension: urn:schemas:httpmail, http://schemas.microsoft.com/ 

repl / 
Public-Extension : urn:schemas:httpmail, http://schemas.microsoft.com/ 

repl/ 
Content-Length: 0 
Accept-Ranges: rows 
DASL: <DAV :sql> 
DAV: 1, 2 
Public: OPTIONS, TRACE, GET, HEAD, DELETE, PUT, POST , COPY, MOVE, MKCOL, 
PROPF1ND, PROPPATCH, LOCK, UNLOCK, SEARCH, SUBSCRIBE, UNSUBSCRIBE, 
POLL, BDELETE, BCOPY, BMOVE, BPROPPATCH, BPROPFIND 
Allow: OPTIONS, TRACE, GET, HEAD, DELETE, COPY, MOVE, PROPFIND, 
PROPPATCH, SEARCH, SUBSCRIBE, UNSUBSCRIBE, POLL, BDELETE, BCOPY, BMOVE, 
BPROPPATCH, BPROPFINO, MKCOL, LOCK , UNLOCK 
Cache-Control: private 

Because the Web server replied with verbs Like PROPFIND and PROPPATCH, 
we know we're dealing with a server that supports WebDAV. 

MKCOL 
Next we'll add the code for the MKCOL button, which requests that a new folder 
be created on the DAV server. Here:S the MSXML code to request a new folder: 

Private Sub cmdMKCOL_Click() 
Dim objXML As XMLHTTPRequest 
' Create XMLHTTP object 
Set objXML = CreateObject("Microsoft.XMLHTTP") 
' Open an HTTP connection to the server using the entered URL 
objXML. open "MKCOL", txtURL, Fa 1 se 
' Send our request to the server 
objXML. send 
txtResponse.Text = objXML.getAllResponseHeaders 
Set objXML = Nothing 

End Sub 
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After the MKCOL request is executed, a new subfolder will be created as spec
ified in the URL Here's what a response (rom the Exchange 2000 Server should 
look like: 

Server: Microsoft-IIS/5.0 
Date : Sun, 05 Mar 2000 21:51:22 GMT 
WWW-Authenticate: Negotiate 
AMCAQWhAwiBD6JmMGSgAwiBF6JdBFvzyoT83oYIBLjCCASqgAwo 
MS- Exchange- Permanent-URL: http ://servername/Exchange/username/ 

-FlatUr1Space-/36338dl8e8d9116da32be353a2632cf3-2blc/ 
Location: http: //servername/Exchange/username/Folder/ NewSubFolder/ 

Content-Length: 0 1 

ResourceTag : 
<rt:36398d18e8d4844da398d18e8d4844da32be353a2632cf3000000002e04> 

DELETE 
We can add the code for the DELETE button in a similar fashion. This code will 
delete the resource specified in the URL: 

Private Sub cmdDELETE_Click() 
Dim objXML As XMLHTTPRequest 
1 Create XMLHTTP object 
Set objXML = CreateObj ect("Mi crosoft.XMLHTTP") 
' Open an HTTP connection to the server using the entered URL 
objXML. open "DELETE" , t:xtURL 1 Fa 1 se 
1 Send our request to the server 
objXML.send 
txtResponse.Text = objXML.getAllResponseHeaders 
Set objXML = Nothing 

End Sub 

After the DELETE request is executed, the resource will be deleted. Here's 
what a response from the Exchange 2000 Server might look like: 

Server : f>licrosoft-IIS/5.0 
Date : Sun, 05 Mar 2000 22:06:30 GMT 
WWW-Authenticate: Negotiate 
Content-Length: 0 
ResourceTag: <rtd:36398dl8e3a2632cf30000000014a8> 

PROPFIND 
To access properties in the Web Storage System, we use the PROPFIND method. 
This method is a little nickier than the ones we have implemented up to now 
because we have to send along an XML request string that specifies the types of 
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properties we are looking for. We're also settmg the request header with a new DAV 
header: Depth. This new header instructs that the search be ooe level or many lev
els (recursive): 

Private Sub cmdPropfind_Click() 
Dim objXML As XMLHTTPRequest 
Dim strRequest As String 
Dim domResponseDoc As DOMDocument 

' Create XMLHTTP object 
Set objXML = CreateObject("Microsoft.XMLIITTP") 

' Open an HTTP connection to the server using the entered URL 
objXML.open "PROPFIND" 1 txtURL 1 False 

1 Build reques~ string 
strRequest = "<?xml version• 1 1.0 1 ?>" 
strRequest = strRequest & "<d:propfind xn~lns:d .. 1 DAV: '>" 
strRequest = strRequest & "<d:prop><d:displayna~~~e/></d:prop></ 

d: propfi nd> •· 

1 Set the request header to be "text/xml" 
objXML.setRequertHeader "Content-type:", "text/xml" 
objXML. setRequertHeader "Depth" I "1" 

1 Send our requert to the server 
objXML.send (strRequest) 

Set domResponseDoc = objXML.responseXML 

' Parse out elements 

Dim objNodelist 
Dim objNode 
Dim i As Long 
Dim sOutput As String 

Set objNodelirt = domResponseOoc.getElementsByTagName("*") 
Fori = 0 To (objNodeList.length- 1) 

Set objNode = objNodelist.nextNode 
sOutput = sOutput & objNode.namespaceURI & vbCrlf 

& objNode.nodeName & vbCrlf & objNode.Text & vbCrlf 
Nex~ 

txtResponse.Text = sOutput 
Set objXML = Not hing 

End Sub 
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After sending the PROPFIND requesl to the server, we get back a response that 
contains the values we requested. Here's a subset of the response: 

DAV: 
a:status 
HTIP/1.1 200 OK 
urn:schemas-microsoft-com:office:office 
d:Comments 
Plan for an Analysis effort. This may need to be paired with other 
process elements such as GUI Prototype, Environmental Analysis. 
urn:schemas-microsoft-com:oftice:office 
d:lastAuthor 
OAV: 
a:contentclass 
urn:content-classes:document 
urn:schemas-microsoft-com:office:office 
d:Author 
Scott Jamison 
DAV: 
a:revisionid 
+lmxqSYd/kaXQAAAABi9Q 
urn:schemas-microsoft-com:office:office 
d:Security 
0 
urn:schemas-microsoft-com:office:office 
d:Title 
MyDocument 

PROPPATCH 
To create, update, or delete properties on the ilems in the Web Storage System, we 
can use DAV's PROPPATCH mediad. We send an XML request string that specifies 
the namespace and property we wish ro modify: 

Private Sub cmdPROPPATCH_Click() 
Dim objXML As XMLHTIPRequest 
Dim strRequest As String 
Dim domResponseOoc As DOMDocument 

' Create XMLHTTP object 
Set objXML = CreateObject("Microsoft.XMLHTIP") 

1 Open an HTIP connection to the server using the entered URL 
objXML. open "PROPPATCH" 1 txtURL , Fa 1 se 

' Build request str ing 
strRequest = "<?xml version='l.0' ?>" 
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strRequest = strRequest & "<d:propertyupdate xmlns:d•'DAV:' 
xml ns:o='urn:schemas-microsoft-com:office:office'>" 

strRequest = strRequest & "<d:set>" 
strRequest = strRequest & "<d:prop>" 
strRequest = st rRequest & "<o:Author>Scott Jamison</o:Author>" 
st:rRequest = strRequest & "</d:prop>" 
strRequest = st rRequest & "</d:set>" 
strRequest = st rRequest & "</d:propertyupdate>" 

' Send our request to t he se rver 
objXML.send (strRequest) 

txtResponse.Text = objXML.getAllResponseHeaders 
Set objXML = Nothing 

End Sub 

If the property update is successful, we'll get a response back from the server 
that looks something like this: 

Server: Microsoft- IIS/ 5.0 
Date: Sat, 11 Mar 2000 22:28:43 GMT 
Connection: close 
Content-Type: text/html 
Content-Length: 3212 

Now that we have the raw DAVIHITP 1.1 verbs down, let's shift gears and see 
how we can use Microsoft's Universal Data Access strategy to access our DAV 
server. The next section shows how to create a sample client that uses ADO 2.5 and 
the Microsoft OLE DB Provider for Internet Publishing to access a DAV server. 

MSDAIPP and ADO 
Developers can use the Microsoft OLE DB Provider for Internet Publishing 
(MSDAIPP) in their own applications simply by using ADO 2.5 and by specifying 
rvlSDAIPP as the OLE DB provider. Doing this lets client-side applications read and 
write information in a DAY-compliant data store, such as liS 5.0 or the Web Storage 
System. 

59 
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It's easy to make use of the WebDAV protocol by using MSDAIPP. First make 
sure the provider is installed on your client machine. Version 1.0 of the provider is 
included in a typical installation of Internet Explorer 5.0. (Office 2000 installs 
MSDAIPP as part of Internet Explo~er, so if the user chooses not to install Internet 
Explorer 5.0, the provider is not installed.) Version 1.5 of the provider is installed 
by default in Windows 2000. 

In this section you will create a sample client application that accesses the con
tents of a remote WebDAV-enabled store using the Microsoft OLE DB Provider for 
Internet Publishing. Examples of DAY-enabled stores include liS 5.0, Exchange 
2000 Web Storage System, and even Personal Web Server with FrontPage exten
sions (which actually uses WEC, the Wel:i Extender Client, rather than DAV). 

To begin creating the sample DAY client, open Visual Basic and create a new 
Standard EXE project. Because the application will be using Microsoft's ActiveX 
Data Objects (ADO), you'll want to select Microsoft ActiveX Data Objects 2.5 
Library from the References menu dialog box. 

On the main form, you provide two main areas with which the user can inter
act. The first is a URL that points to the folder you want to browse. Add a com
mand button to invoke the retrieval process. The second area lists the current URL 
(helpful when the user drills into a folder), the contents of the current folder, and 
some DAV properties of the selected item. 

Into the Code 
Begin your code by declaring a couple of ADO objects that you'll use everywhere. 
They are created in the subroutine Form_Load: 

Option Explicit 
Private gobjADORec As ADODB .Record 
Private gobjADORS As ADODB.Recordset 

Private Sub Form_Load() 
' Create global (really form-level) objects 
Set gobjADORec = New ADODB.Record 
Set gobjADORS = New ADODB.Recordset 

End Sub 

Next program the Go button, which takes the URL entered by the user and 
retrieves the contents of the folder. This code begins by issuing an Open call 
method using the ADO Record object. Note that you don't have to create a Con
nection object, nor specify a specific provider. Here's why: The Record object, 
which is new in ADO 2.5, lets you open a record directly (without retrieving a 
Recordset object first). This object automatically creates a connection to your data 
source. You don't have to specify a provider because the "http://" syntax is the 
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default synl.aX for MSDAIPP. The OLE DB engine parses the syn1.ax and automati
caUy loads the correcr provider. 

After the Record is open, use the GetCbildren call method to reveal the con
tents of the folder. Assume that if the dnv:isfolder property is True, its a folder 
(since documents can actually be DAV collections). T~en add the item's display 
name to the list box: 

Private Sub cmdGo_Click() 
Dim siteminfo As String 
Dim sitemType As String 

' Update the current URL 
lblCurrentURL.Caption • txtURL.Tex~ 

' Open the record using the URL 
gobjADORec.Open txtURL.Text 
' Get the contents of this folder (subfolders and files) 
Set gobjADORS = gobjADORec.GetChildren 
Do While Not (gobjADORS.EOF) 

If gobjADORS.Fields.Item("DAV:isfolder") Then 
sitemType = "(Folder) " 

Else 
sitemType = "(File)" 

End If 
siteminfo = gobjADORS.Fields.Item("DAV:displayname") _ 

& " " & sitemType 
lstContents.Additem siteminfo 
gobjAOORS.MoveNext 

Loop 

' Enable buttons 
cmdAddFolder.Enabled • True 

End Sub 

Now that you have the contents of the folder listed, program the click event to 
show the DAV properties that are returned for that item (Ftgure 4.5). 

Note that the code filters out the non-DAV properties by checking for the 
"DAV:" namespace: 

Private Sub lstContents_Click() 
Dim objRec As ADODB.Record 
Dim objRS As ADOOB.Recordset 
Dim objField As ADOOB.Field 

Set objRec = New AOOOB.Record 
Set objRS = New ADOOB.Recordset 
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Figure 4 .5 Our sample MSDAIPP application allows us to explore properties of a remote 
WebDAV store 

' Get information by moving cursor to sel ected element 
gobjADORS .MoveFirst 
gobjADORS .Move lstContents.Listindex 
lstDetails.Clear 
objRec .Open gobjADORS 

If objRec . Fiel ds("DAV: iscollection") Then 
' We have a fo l der 
cmdViewitem.Enabl ed = False 

Else 
' We have a file 
cmdViewitem.Enabled = True 

End If 

' Show properties for DAV namespace 
For Each objFi eld In objRec . Fields 

Next 

If Left$(objField.Name, 4) "'"DAV:" Then 
lstDetails .Additem objField.Name & " · " & objField .Value 

End If 

obj Rec.Close 
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Set objField ~ Nothing 
Set objRS = Nothing 
Set objRec = Nothing 

End Sub 
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To add the ability to "drill into" a folder, you can program the double-click 
event for the Last box. Here, we're simply getting the contents of the selected folder 
and repopulating the box with the subfolders and items: 

Private Sub lstContents_DblClick() 
Dim objRec As ADODB.Record 
Dim objRS As ADODB.Recordset 
Dim objField As ADODB.Field 

Set objRec = New ADODB.Record 
Set objRS = New AOODB.Recordset 

' Move cursor to selected element 
gobjADORS.MoveFirst 
gobjADORS.Move l stContents.listindex 

objRec.Open gobjADORS 

If objRec.Fields("DAV:iscollection") Then 
• We have a folder, so continue 

Else 
' We have a file, so exit (files don't have children) 
Set objRS ~ Nothing 
Set objRec u Nothing 
Exit Sub 

End If 

lstDetails.Clear 
lstContents.Clear 

' Update the current URL 
lblCurrentURL.Caption • lblCurrentURL.Caption & " / " 

& objRec.Fields("DAV:displayname").Value 

• Drill into selected folder 
Set objRS = objRec.GetChildren 
Do ~~ile Not (objRS.EOF) 

lstContents.Addltem objRS.Fields.Item("DAV:displayname").Value 
objRS.MoveNext 

loop 
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Set gobjADORS • objRS 
objRec .Cl ose 

Set objField = Nothing 
Set objRS - Nothing 
Set objRec = Nothing 

End Sub 

Chapter 4 • WebDAV: An Overview 

To add some more functionality to your sample application, add a button to let 
you add a new folder. First prompt for a folder name; then construct the full URL 
using the existing path. Nexl issue a Rec.Open command, specifying that you wanl 
to create a collection. Finally, refresh the cbments of the list box so that you see the 
new folder: 

Private Sub cmdAddFolder_Click() 
Dim sFolderName As String 
Dim sNewURL As String 
Dim slteminfo As String 
Dim sltemType As String 

1 First free up the existing record object 
gobjADORec.Close 

1 Prompt for the new folder name 
sFolderName "' InputBox("Em:er folder name") 

• Create the full path for the new folder 
sNewURL ,. lblCurrentURL.Caption & "/" & sFolderName 

' Open the record using the URL (this creates the folder) 
gobjADORec.Open sNewURL, , adModeReadWrite, adCreateCollection _ 

+ adCreateOverwrite 

1 Free up the record object so we can use it to refresh the list 
gobjADORec.Close 

' Open the record using the URL 
gobjADORec .Open lblCu rrentURL.Caption 
1 Refresh the contents 
lstContents.Clear 
Set gobjADORS = gobjADORec.GetChildren 
Do While Not (gobjAOORS .EOF) 

1 Determine the type of the object (fi l e or folder) 
If gobjADORS.Fields.Item("DAV:iscollection") Then 

sltemType = "(Folder)" 
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Loop 
End Sub 

Else 
sitemType .. "(File)" 

End If 
siteminfo = gobjADORS.Fields.Item("DAV:displayname") _ 

& " " & sitemType 
lstContents.Addltem sltemlnfo 
gobjADORS.MoveNext 
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The last bit of functionality you add is to view the contents of a selected file. For 
now, suppon text files by checking the Content-Type header for "text/plain." You use 
ADO's Stream object to stream the contenrs to a local text variable. Figure 4.6 shows 
the contenrs of our file: 

Private Sub cmdVi ewitem_Cl i ck() 
Dim objRec As ADOOB.Record 
Dim objRS As AOOOB.Recordset 
Dim objField As ADOOB.Field 
Dim objStream As ADOOB.Stream 
Dim txtFile As String 
Dim txtTemp As String 

' Create ADO objects 
Set objRec = New ADODB.Record 

Figure 4.6 Using ADO 2.5 and the Stream object, we can view the contents of a 
WebDAV store Item 
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Set objRS = New ADOOB.Recordset 
Set objStream a New ADODB.Stream 

Chapter 4 • WebDAV: An Overview 

' Position cursor on selected element 
gobjADORS.MoveFirst 
gobjADORS.Move lstContents.Listindex 
lst:Details.Clear 
objRec.Open gobjADORS 

' Make sure it's a text file, then stream contents 
If objRec. Fields.Item("DAV:getcontenttype'') = "text/plain" Then 

With objStream 
.Open objRec, adModeRe~d, adOpenStreamFromRecord 
.Charset ="ascii" 
.Type = adTypeText 
txtFile = .ReadText(adReadAll) 

End With 
End If 

' Release record, since we have its contents 
objRec.Close 

Set objField = Nothing 
Set objRS = Nothing 
Set objRec = Nothing 
Set objStream ~ Nothing 

' Show contents of file in a new \findow 
Load frmViewFile 
frmViewFile . txtContents.Text = txtFile 
frmViewFile.Show vbModal 

End Sub 

This application lets you create remote DAY folders, explore folder contents, 
and view text files. You can add DAY functionality £O any application because the 
MSDAIPP is a standard library. 

• Summary 

WebDAY (or simply DAY) is the emerging standard for reading and writing over 
the Web. Windows 2000 and US 5.0 have implemented a simple version of DAV: 
DAVfs. MSXML is a component that provides HTTP access to a remote DAV server. 
The Microsoft OLE DB Provider for Internet Publishing (MSDAIPP) provides 
access using standard ADO. Exchange 2000 and the Web Storage System support 
mulli.ple programming models, including WebDAV. 
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Chapter 

Outlook Web Access 
and Web Forms 

ntis chapter looks at the major enhancements made to Outlook Web Access for 
Exchange 2000. lL discusses the architectural and functional differences with the 
Exchange 5.5 predecessor and gives a brief introduction to Web Storage System 
forms, which act as custom Web pages for displaying and adding data to the Web 
Storage System. 

• Outlook Web Access 

Outlook Web Access (OWA) is an HTTP virtual server that is installed and config
ured with the installation of Exchange 2000. lt is the Exchange component that 
allows roaming users to access e-mail, personal calendars, group scheduling, pub
lic folders, and any custom collaborative applications on a remote Exchange server 
through a Web browser. 

Although Microsoft Outlook 2000 is the most feature-rich and functional 
Exchange Server client, the real beauty of OWA is that it is a stateless clienl A 
stateless client leaves no foo(print on the PC. With Outlook, you have to install the 
entire application locally and configure a MAPJ profile on the machine to access 
the Exchange server. With OWA, the local machine does not need to hold any user 
data, so users can move between PCs without worrying about creating a user pro
file each time. 

Nevertheless, when the first version of OWA was introduced as part of 
Exchange Server 5.0, its feature set was so far behind that of Outlook that Outlook 
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power users were easily frustrated. Although OWA 2000 doesn't give you all of the 
functionality of Outlook 2000, it does begin to narrow the gap and it is a complete 
makeover from the "better than nothing" approach of its predecessor. Simply look 
at the difference in the Exchange 5.5 OWA desktop depicted in Figure 5.1 and the 
near Outlook experience of the Exchange 2000 OWA desktop in Figure 5.2. 

OWA Features and Limitations 
Before going into the cool new features of OWA 2000, let us first say that the 
phrase "best viewed with Microsoft Internet Explorer 5.0 (or above)" is no joke 
when it comes to OWA 2000. Although CWA supports any browser that is fully 
compliant with the HTML 3.2 standard (including Netscape Navigator 4.0 or later 
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Figure 5.1 OWA for Exchange 5.5 
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and Mkrosoft Internet Explorer 4.0 or later), several fearures work only with Inter
net Explorer 5.-for example: 

• Support for complex Outlook views, such as View by Conversation Topic 
for mail folders , a Monthly view for the Calendar folder, and the Address 
Card view for the Contacts folder 

• Drag-and-drop capability, which let.s you do such things as moving items 
between folders or resizing calendar appointments 

• Context-sensitive toolbars depending on the folder you're in, such as 
lnbox, Calendar, and Contacts 

• The preview pane for looking at the contents of a mail message without 
having to open it 
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• A folder tree control that allows you to open, create, rename, or delete fold
ers by right-clicking and getting a pop-up menu 

• Hot-key support (<Ctrb<'Enter> to send a message, for example) 

Most of the lost functionality is a resuh of a browser's not supporting DHTML or 
XML. 

Of course, not all of the improveme-nts in OWA 2000 are dependent on Lnter
net Explorer 5. OWA now supports embedded items such as messages, appoint
ments, meeting requests, contacts, and posts. It supports public folders that 
contain contacts and calendar items. It enables you to add audio and video clips 

I 
directly inside a message and send it. 

OWA forces updates to the browser when it knows that a new item has been 
added to a certain view-a new appointment in your calendar, for example. Unfor
tunately, it still can't determine whether new mail has arrived in your inbox, so you 
still need co click the Check New Mail button or bit the Refresh.button on your 
browser to get notifications. You can't set rules through OWA, although the 
Exchange server wil) honor any rules that you set through an Outlook client. 
Table 5.1 summarizes the availability of certain key features in the Outlook client, 
the OWA 2000 client, and the OWA 5.5 client. 

OWA Installation 

OWA was an optional component in Exchange 5.5, but OWA 2000 installs by 
default on all Exchange 2000 servers. Exchange 2000 depends on US to handle 
incoming requests for all Internet protocols (including HTTP, POP3, and IMAP4). 
Luckily, liS 5.0 is part of the Windows 2000 operating system. When you install 
Exchange 2000, it registers as an lnternet Server APl (ISAPI) application with liS, 
and the setup program creates four virtual directories exclusive to OWA 2000: 

1. /Excbweb stores graphics and other OWA 2000 ancillary files. 

2. /Exadmin is used by the Exchange administration tool to administer public 
folders. 

3. /Exchange stores the mailbox root. 

4. /public contains the default public folder tree. 

Figure 5.3 shows these virtual directories (along with all of the other ones in 
the same system) in lhe Internet Information Services management console. This 
tool is accessible in the Administrative Tools program group as Internet Services 
Manager. 
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Table 5.1 Outlook versus OWA 2000/5.5: Comparison of Key Features 

Feature Outlook 2000 OWA2000 OWAS.S 

E-mail Yes Yes Yes 
---

Calendaring Yes Yes Yes 

Contacts Yes Yes Yes 

Tasks Yes No No 

Rich text Yes Yes Yes 

HTML Yes Yes Yes 

Drag-and-drop editing Yes Yes (Internet Explorer 5 only) No 

Shortcut menus (obtained by right-clicking) Yes Yes (Internet Explorer 5 only) No 

Offiineuse Yes No No 

journal Yes No No 

Printing templates Yes No No 

Outlook rules Yes No No 

OLE Yes No No 

Timed delivery Yes No No 

Expiration Yes No No 

Spelling checker Yes No No 

Reminders Yes No No 

Notes Yes No No 

Complex Outlook views Yes Yes (Internet Explorer 5 only) No 

Context-sensitive toolbars Yes Yes (lnternet Explorer 5 only) No 

Copying between public and private folders Yes No No 

Telephony O\)tions Yes No No 

Direct editing in the Calendar view Yes No No 

Access to personal folder ftles (PSTs, for "Personal Yes No No 
Stores") 

Message recall Yes No No 

Recovery of deleted items Yes No No 

Maintaining distribution lists Yes No No 

Modifying permissions on public folders Yes No No 

Setting the out-of-office assistant Yes Yes No 
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Figure 5.3 OWA virtual directories in the liS console 

OWA Architecture 
The original OWA architecture was based on frames, Active Server Pages (ASP), 
Collaborative Data Objects (CDO), and MAPl. The ASP pages contained VBScript 
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code that referenced CDO objects to manipulate such items as mailboxes, folders, 
and calendars. The application ran under Microsoft lntemet Information Server 
(US) and communicated with Exchange through MAPI because this was the only 
way to access the Exchange server data. OWA interpreted the incoming HTTP 
requests, translated them into MAPI functions , and then sent the results back to 
the browser as standard HTML. Interestingly, OWA 5.5 was the only product in the 
Microsoft suite for which the end users had access LO the source code. The vast 
majority of the code was in ASP pages, which could be edited in Microsoft 
FrontPage, for example. 

Given the architecture of OWA 5.5, scalability was the biggest problem. The 
interpretive nature of the ASP code, coupled with the huge amount of work that 
OWA performed to pass requests back and forth between the Exchange server and 
the browser, limited scalability. The maximum number of concunent connections 
that OWA 5.5 could support was under 800 no matter how powerful the server was 
in terms of CPU and available memory. 

Let's move on to the basic architecture for OWA 2000. Among the radical 
changes are the following: Most of the crucial code (such as the code that renders 
output for browser display) is compiled into DLI...s, yielding a significant perfor
mance increase. OWA no longer uses MAPl to communicate with the mailbox 
store, and ASP pages are not used for client access. Instead, the Exchange 2000 
Information Store is now Web enabled through the new Microsoft Web StOrage 
System, which allows a URL to access every item in the information store. OWA 
2000 relies on DHTML, XML, and HTTP-DAY protocols in Internet Explorer 5 to 
handle the page rendering. 

Accessing the Exchange Server 
The basic URL to connect to OWA is in the form http://<servemame>/exchange; 
for example, if you can run OWA direcdy from your development machine, you 
could use http://localhosr/exchange. liS interprets incoming HTTP requests from 
browsers and scans the URL to determine which application needs to be called to 
handle the request. The OWA URL causes IIS to conduct a log-on sequence, if nec
essary, to identify which mailbox to connect the user to. We say "if necessary" 
because Internet Explorer S's default behavior is to use your cached Windows cre
dentials for authentication , so you'll see the screen only if these credentials have 
expired or you're attempting to connect to an Exchange server in a domain differ
ent from the one you are currently logged into. 

The code for the Exchange Server lSAPl resides in davex.dll, which can con
nect to mailboxes or public folders in the Information Store. While OWA 5.5 uses 
MAP1 for these connections, OWA 2000_ uses EXIPC (Epoxy), a new high-speed 
interprocess link to connect US to an HTTP stub within the Information Store. The 
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stub then links to exoledb.dll, which in tum processes the requests for mailbox, 
folder, or item data. 

As mentioned earlier, you can address most of the OWA functions and compo
nents by defining a specific URL You can open specific folders by entering the name 

I 
of the folder after the mailbox name. For example, http://localhost/Exchange/ 
gomezalcalendarl opens our calendar, http://localhost/Exchange/gomezalcontacts 
opens our contacts folder, and so on. But that:S not all. You can combine actions and 
command verbs in your URL using the following syntax: 

http://server_name/virtual_root/folder/?option= Modifier 

or 

http://server_name/virtual_root/folder/item_name?Option-~1odi fier 

Table 5.2 lists some of the more common options. 
So using the URL syntax, we could create a new message in our inbox with the 
~ / 

http://localhost/exchange/gomeza/?Cmd=new 

A more daring example would be the following URL, which displays our calen
dar in monthly view starting March 1, 2000, as shown in Figure 5.4: 

http://localhost/Exchange/gomeza/calendar/?View=Monthly&Date=20000301 

• Basic Administration 

Because OWA 2000 installs by default with Exchange 2000 and is automatically 
configured to be up and running when you reboot your machine, there may be 
times when you want to disable it. For example, you may want to perform routine 
maintenance on the server. OWA 2000 is administered through the Exchange Sys
tem Manager console in the Microsoft Exchange program group under System 
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Table 5.2 Common OWA URL Options and Actions 

Option/ Action Description 

Option 

Page=x Displays the navigation bar. 

View=x Uses the Outlook view named x. 
--------------------------- -----------------

Sort=X Sorts by column x. 

Date=yyyymmdd Displays the date in Calendar. 

Cmd=action Performs the stated action. 

Actions 

Navbar Displays the navigation bar. 

Contents Displays the contents of a folder. 

New Creates a new default item in a folder. 

New&Type=x Specifies the type of item to create. 

Options Sets options. 

Open Opens a message or appointment for reading. 
-------------------------------
Edit Opens a message or appointment for editing. 

Reply, ReplyAll, Forward Perform message operations. 

Accept., Decline, Tentative Perform appointment operations. 

Manager. This tool allows you to start, stop, or pause an HTTP virtual server. 
When the virtual server is paused, it continues to support existing client connec
tions but refuses new chem session requests. 

To start, pause, or stop a virtual server, open Exchange System Manager and 
navigate to HTTP. Right-click Exchange Virtual Server (Figure 5.5) and choose 
Start, Stop, or Pause as appropriate. 

You can also enable and disable OWA on a user basis through the Active Direc
tory Users and Computers console (also found in the Microsoft Exchange pro
gram group). First click Advanced Features on the View menu. Navigate to users 
in the console tree. In the Details pane, right-click on a user and select Properties. 
Click the Exchange Advanced tab and then Prorocol Settings. Click HTTP and 
then hit the Settings button. Check or uncheck the Enable for mailbox check box 
(see Figure 5.6) to enable OWA or disable it, respectively, for the user. 
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Figure 5.4 Outlook Web Access 2000 monthly calendar view 
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Exchange 2000 stores both messaging and .file information in what's known as the 
Web Storage System. The Web Storage System is a storage platform that provides a 
single repository for managing multiple types of unstructured information within 
one infrastrucrure. It combines the features and functionality of the file system, the 
Web, and a collaborative server (such as Exchange 2000) through a single, URL
addressable location for storing, accessing, and managing information, as well as 
building and running applications. The Web Storage System is based on the tech
nology that drives the Exchange Server Information Store. 

One of the key features in a Web Storage System is that the schema is extensible. 
To ensure that new properties defined in the schema are globally unique, they are 
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Figure 5.5 Selecting Exchange Virtual Server in the Exchange System Manager console 

identified by both a name and a namespace. For example, default namespaces are 
defined for Microsoft Office documenLS, Exchange objects, and COO Person and cal
endaring objects. 

Content classes loosely define types of content in the Web Storage System. 
Content classes do not define the actual properties swred in the item. They do 
define the set of properties returned by SELECT * commands on folders that have 
the particular class as the expected content class, as we'll see in our discussion on 
Web Storage System SQL (WSS SQL) in Chapter 7. 

Web Storage System Forms 

Essentially, a Web Storage System application can be developed by use of rhe same 
set of tools as traditional database applications because it is a database. It can even be 
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Figure 5.6 Disabling OWA on a per user basis 

queried with a SQL-like syntax (WSS SQL). With a few adjustments, you can have 
data-bound forms that dynamically display Web Storage System data. The Web Sror
age System is also a great environment for running a Web site using ASP and HTML 
files. lf you are using Microsoft V'ISual lnterDev or FrontPage, you can create a Web 
project by providing the name of the server containing the Web Storage System. 

Which brings us to Web Storage System forms. You can think of a Web Storage 
System form as being similar to a Microsoft Outlook fonn, except that Web Storage 
System forms can be accessed by any Web browser supporting HTML 3.2 or later. 
just as Oudook uses forms to display Exchange items, OWA 2000 uses Web Stor
age System forms to allow users to access their Exchange mailboxes, public folders , 
and other options through a Web browser. The predefined forms and views that 
OWA uses are actually in a compiled resource file and are not editable. However, 
developers can still create thei r own customized Web Storage System forms. 

Web Storage System forms are actually Web pages that are registered in the 
Web Storage System. The registration is a single record in an application schema 
folder in the Exchange store, which tells Exchange when to use the form. A Web 
Storage System form can be registered as the default view for a folder, or it can be 
registered to be displayed in response to a command such as open or edit. Specifi
cally, a Web Storage System form is stored in a folder created for that form and 
forms of that type. As with any other item in the Web Storage System, a form has a 
content class property denoting its purpose. As you add fields to a form, they are 
added to the schema, and if you create another form in the same folder, you have 
immediate access to the entire schema created with previous forms in that folder. 
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Vlhen you access a document or folder from a Web form, the Web Storage Sys~ 
tern will use a template to tell it how to render the data and perform any actions. A 
registry in the Web Storage System accesses these templates, which reside in a 
unique namespace that is based on the form's content class. 

Web Storage System forms work as follows: When an HTTP request comes in, 
the request is transferred to liS. The form registry checks for a form registration as 
previously described. This registration provides a set of form~specific attributes, 
such as content class, user action, language, browser type, and item state. The form 
registry uses this information to choose which form to display. lf a Web Storage 
System form has been registered, it is selected; otherwise one of the predefined 
OWA forms is selected. The form~rendering engine then fills our the form and 
sends it back to the users browser. 

Registering a Web Storage System Form 
A custom Web Storage System form must be properly registered in the Web Storage 
System before your Exchange users can access it. What exactly does registering a 
form mean? As alluded to earlier, there is a Web Storage System Form Registry to 
store the form registration itself. A form registration is a set of form~specific prop~ 
erties stored as a single record (a form definition) in an application schema folder 
in the Exchange store. Table 5.3 lists tl1e properties in a form definition. 

Another key part of registering a form is setting the Schema Collection Reference 
(SCR). Objects in the Exchange Web Storage System define the locations of their 
schemas through the SCR. The SCR is the URL to begin searching for schema infor
mation; it is also the urn:schemas-microsoft-com:exch-data:schema-collection-ref 
property on a folder. 

Registering a Web Storage System Form as the Default Form 
Now lets put everything together and see now to register a Web Storage System 
Form as a default form. When you open a public folder in OWA, a list of the con
tents of that folder will be displayed. If a Web Storage System form has been regis
tered as Lhe default form, you will see that form in place of the usual list of items. 
To register your form, follow these steps: 

1. Create the form in your favorite Web page editor (Microsoft FrontPage, for 
example). 

2. Log in to the Exchange server as a user with rights to Wlite to the intended 
directory. 

3. Set the Schema Collection Reference. 

4 . Register the form with a content class of urn:content-dasses:document. 

5. Register the name "DAV:defaultdocument." 
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Table 5.3 Form Definition Properties 

Property Name 

urn:schernas-microsoft
com:office:fonns#binding 

Description 

Used to determine where the binding of data to the form takes place. 
There are three case-insensitive possible values: "Webclient," "cli
ent," and "server." A client binding specifies that the client can inter-
pret dynamic HTML, w"4ereas a server binding specifies that the 
client cannot. 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------
urn:schemas-microsoft
com:office:forms#browser 

urn:schemas-microsoft
com:office:forms#cmd 

urn:schemas-microsoft
com:office:forms#contentclass 

um:schemas:microsoft-
com: office: forms#con tentsta te 

urn:schemas-microsoft
com:office:forms#executeparameters 

urn:schemas-microsoft
com:office:forms#executeurl 

urn:schemas-microsoft
com:office:forms#formurl 

um:schemas-microsoft
com:office:forms#language 

urn:schemas-microsoft
com:office:forms#majorver 

urn:schemas-microsoft
com:office:forms#messagestate 

urn:schemas-microsoft
com:office:forms#minorver 

Case-insensitive string indicating the type of browser (Internet 
Explorer, for example). An asterisk(*) indicates a wild card. 

Case-insensitive string denoting the "action" or behavior being 
performed on an object. This is the first parameter after the 
command (?Cmd= of the URL returned from II$ roughly 
corresponding to the lSAPI QUERY_STRING). The 
QUERY_STRING is delimited by ampersands(&) that 
represent modifiers of the action. In the case of "server" 
binding, the entire URL is pas11ed to the related ISAPI extension, 
to parse and handle the URL, including QUERY_STRING, 
appropriately. 

Case-insensitive string specifying the content class for which the 
form is registered. It is associated with a set of schemas and a set of 
forms. Example: urn:content-classes:message. 

Case-insensitive property that is used to match forms against the 
http://schemas.microsoft.com/exchange/contentstate URL that can 
be set on any item. 

Parameters to pass to the form-rendering engine specified by the 
executeurl property. Must be URL escaped. 

The URL to execute to render a form. 

The URL of the form or template to h:andle and render, via the bind
ing method. 

Automatically provided as part of the HTTP request headers, this is 
the language of the form. This attribute corresponds to a case
insensitive ISO value that represents language and/or country in 
the Accept-Language HTTP header. 

Browser major version. 

The state of the item. Case-insensitive values include normal, sub
mitted, read, unread, and importance level. 

Browser minor version. 
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Table 5.3 Form Definition Properties (continued) 

Property Name 

urn:schemas-microsoft
com:office:forms#platform 

~chemas-microsoft
com:office:fonns#registration 

urn:schemas-microsoft
com:office:forms#request 

Description 

Case-insensitive string specifying Lhe platform of the browser to 
match against for forms registrations. 

Item in store representing a form registration. This is not URL 
escaped. 

Case-insensitive string specifying whether the form uses GET or 
POST requests. There are two possible values: "GET" and "POST." 
GET asks for information; POST writes information. 

1 83 

The following is a bare-bones Active Server Page that registers WebStoreOr-
der.htm in a public folder: 

<HTML> 
<HEAD> 
&@ LANGUAGE = "VBScript" %> 
d 
Const adModeReadWrite = 3 
Const adFailirNotExists = -1 
Const adCreateNonCollection - 0 
Dim strURL 
' This is assuming your server is local host and you have a public 

folder named 
' TheWebStore under the default Public Folder hierarchy: 
strURL = "file: 1 I . /backoffi cestorage/1 oca 1 host/pub 1 i c fo 1 ders/ 

TheWebStore/" 
Dim Rec 
Set Rec = CreateObject("ADODB.Record") 
response.write strURL 
Rec.Open strURL,,adModeReadWrite, adFailifNotExists 
response.write "<P>" 
Dim Flds 
Set Flds = Rec.Fields 

' Set the SCR and the default document 
F1ds("urn:schemas-microsoft-com:exch-data:schema-col1ection-ref") 

= strURL & "MyNewSchema/" 
' Specify the Web Storage System form: 
Flds("DAV:defaultdocument") = "WebStoreOrder.htm" 
F1 ds. Update 
Response.write(Err . number) & "<P>'' 
response.write"<H3>SUCCESS</H3>" 
Rec.Close 
%> 
</HEAD> 
<BODY> 
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</BODY> 
</HTML> 

Chapter 5 • Outlook Web Access and Web Forms 

FrontPage Extensions for Web Storage Forms 
Luckily, there is now a tool available to help speed up the development of Web 
Storage System forms using FronlPage 2000. 

Installation 
Go to the Microsoft Exchange developer Web site (httpJ/msdn.microsoft.com/ 
exchange/default.asp) and download the FrontPage Extensions for Web Storage 
System forms. Once you have finished the download, double-dick MSFPWSS.exe 
to unzip the FrontPage_Client.MSl file into a directory. Double-dick on this file 
and follow the prompts to instaU the product. 

The next time you open FrontPage 2000, you will have an additional menu of 
options specifically for Web Storage System (WSS) forms (see Figure 5. 7). 

Figure 5.7 FrontPage 2000 extensions for Web Storage System forms 
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• Summary 

OWA for Exchange 2000 represents a complete rewrite of this application for ren
deting Exchange items on any Web browser. Its new architecture allows it to be 
more scalable and perform better, and il narrows the functional gap with Outlook 
2000. Web Storage System forms are a new tool for storing and displaying data in 
the Web Storage System. All indications are thal lhese forms will become easier to 

develop with the emergence of new tools. 
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This chapter covers the legacy versions of the Collaboration Data Objects (COO) 
library, which includes CDO 1.0, 1.1, and 1.21. The COO l.xx library is the MAPI
based version o( CDO that has been (and can still be) used to access information on 
an Exchange server. The CDO l.2llibrary provides access to a MAPI session through 
the use of profiles, along with access to address books, folders, and items (only e
mail, post, and calendar items). COO does not provide access to Outlook-specific fea
tures, such as the Explorer or Inspector windows, toolbars, or the Outlook bar. This 
chapter will focus on the cJjem-side features of CDO as well as on the object model. 

• The COO Objects 

Generally speaking, the COO library defines the following objects. At the top there's 
the Session object, which represents the client-server connection that COO main
tains to provide access to message stores and address books. Hence, under the Ses
sion object is a collection of AddressBook objects, as well as a collection of InfoStore 
objects. From within each information store you can access the folders and messages 
in the store. Figure ll.l illustrates the structure of the COO object model. 

239 
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Attachments I 
Fields l 

Recipients ~ 

Fields l 

0 I Object and collectionl 

0 I Object on!Ly __ -.J 

In CDO the only externally creatable object is the Session object. The Session object is 
the top-level object, roughly equivalent to Outlooks Namespace object. Under theSes
sion object you have access to much of the same data that you would in Outlook, such 
as folders, items (in CDO they're called messages), and address book information. 

The key difference between the Outlook library and CDO is that Outlook pro
vides an extensive set of user interface objects. With CDO, your application would 
normally provide the user interface, through either a client application or a Web 
interface. CDO also provides more low-level access to MAPI properties. 
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Getting Started with COO 

To start a COO session you must use either the CreateObj ect statement (or a 
New). This will return a reference to a COO Session object as follows: 

Set objSession = Crea'teObject("MAPI.Session") 

Now dtat you have a Session object. you must log on to the MAPL store using 
a profiJe. With CDO, you can do one of the following: 

• Use a predefined profile 

• Dynamically create a temporary profile 

For a client-side application, in which users would have a list of profiles defined 
for normal use, you would specify one of those profiJes, as in Lhe following example: 

Set objSession = CreateObject("MAPI.Session") 
objSession.Logon profileName:="My Profile" 
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On a server, for example, you probably don't have profiles set up for every sce
nario. CDO (by design) provides a way to create a temporary profile dynamically. 
You simply create a string with a server name and mailbox. Then you can log onto 
your MAPI provider using the logon method: 

strProfile = ''ServerName" & vblf & "UserName" 
Set objSession = CreateObject("MAPI.Session") 
objSession.Logon , ,, False,, True, strProfile 

After the code has a reference to the top-level Session object and has secured a 
successful log-on, it can delve down into the rest of the CDO objects. The code will 
be able to access any of the information stores and address books that are listed in 
the profile that the code used to log on. 

Session Properties 
After the log-on is complete, you'll be able to access any of the Session object's 
properties. Table ll.l gives the complete list of Session properties. 

Session Methods 
After the log-on is complete, you'll be able to access any of the Session object's 
methods. Table 11.2 gives the complete list of Session methods. 
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Table 11 .1 Properties of the Session Object 

Property Name Description Type Access Level 1.0 1.1 1.21 

Addresslists Returns the collection of Object Read-only ./ ./ 

Address List objects available in 
the current profile. 

Application Always returns ''Collaboration String Read-only ./ ./ ./ 
Data Objects." 

Class For a session, returns Long Read-only ./ ./ ./ 

cdoSession (0). 

Current User Returns the current user in the Object Read-only ./ ./ ./ 

form of an AddressEntry object. 

lnbox Returns the current users lnbox Object Read-only ./ ./ ./ 

folder. 

lnfoStores Returns the sessions InfoStores Object Read-only ./ ./ ./ 

collection. 

Name Returns the profile name that was Suing Read-only ../ ../ ./ 

used for the current session. 

OperatingSystem Returns the current operating String Read-only ../ ./ ../ 

system in the form of a string. 

Outbox Rer:ums the current user's Outbox Object Read-only ./ ./ ./ 

folder. 

OutOfOffice Returns True if this user is out of Boolean Read/write ./ ./ 

the office. 

OutOfOfficeTe."<t Returns the message text for an String Read/write ../ ./ 

out-of-office response that is 
automatically sent if the 
OutOfOffice property is set 
to True. 

Parent For a Session object. always Object Read-only ../ ./ 

returns Nothing because the 
Session is the top-level object. 

Session Returns the current Session Object Read-only ./ ../ ./ 

object. 

Version Returns the COO version String Read-only ./ ./ ./ 

number. 
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Table 11.2 Methods of.the Session Object 

Method Name Description 1.0 1.1 1.21 

AddressBook( [recipients] [, title] Displays a modal form that allows the user to select v' v' v' 

[, oneAddress] I, forceResolutionJ recipients from the address book. Returns a 
I, reciplists] [, toLabel] [, ccLabell Recipients collection. 
[, bcclabel] t, parentWindow] ) 

CompareiDs(IDl, ID2) Detennines whether two CDO library objects are the v' v' 

same object. 

CreateConversationlndex Creates or updates an index for a conversation v' v' 

( [Parentlndex] ) thread. Useful for creating ne{v posts on a discussion 
folder using code. 

Deliver Now Requests immediate delivery of all undelivered mes- v' v' 
sages. Applies to both inbound and outbound messages. 

GetAddressEntry( entry lD) Using the EntryiD provided, returns the v' v' v' 

corresponding AddressEntry object. 

GetAddresslis L Returns an Addresslist object, either the Global v' 
(Object Type) Address List (GAL) or the Personal Address Book 

(PAB). Pass one of the following: for GAL, cdoAd-
dressListGAL (O); for PAB, cdoAddressListPAB (1). 

GetArticle(ArticleiD, Folder!D Returns a Message object corresponding to an article 
[, StoreiD] ) number. An article number is a long value that 

uniquely identifies a message within a message store. 

GetDefaultFolder Returns a default Folder object based on the type v' 
(ObjectType) passed in. 

Get Folder Returns a Folder object based on the lD passed in. v' v' ../ 

(folderlD [, storelD] ) 

GetlnfoStore(storeiD) Returns an lnfoStore object based on the ID passed in. v' ../ v' 

GetMessage(messagelD [, ~toreiD]) Returns an item based on its ID. ../ v' v' 

GetOption(OptType) Returns a calendar rendering option for the session. v' 

See the CDO help file for more information. 

logoff Logs .off of the current session from the MAP! system. ../ v' v' 

Logon( [pro fileName] [,profile- Logs on to the MAPI system. v' v' v' 

Password] [, showDialogl 
[, newSessionl [, parenLWindowl 
[, NoMail] [, Profilelnfo] ) 

SetlocaleiDs(LocaleiD, CodePageiD) Sets options that define a users locale. v' ../ 

SetOption(OptType, OptValue) Sets a calendar rendering option for the session. v' 
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The next section will cover the lnfoStore object, which represents the message 
stores that can be accessed during a session. 

• The lnfoStores Collection 

The lnfoSlores collection is the list or possible message stores (places to store Out
look or Exchange items) for the current session. Each lnfoStore object provides 
access to the folder hierarchy of a message store. lnfoStores is a small collection, so 
its Count property is reliable. 
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·lnfoStores Code Example 

To get a feel for what an lnfoStore object represents, here's a code segment that 
runs through the InfoStores collection and prints out some of its key properties. It 
assumes that the user is already logged on: 

Dim objSession as MAPI .Session 
Dim objinfoStores as MAPI .InfoStores 
Dim objinfoStore as MAPI .InfoStore 
' assume I 've 1 ogged on ... 
Debug.Print "InfoStore", "RootFolder Name" , "Provider" 
For n = 1 To objSession .InfoStores.Count 

Set objlnfoStore = objSession.InfoStores(n) 
Debug.Print objinfoStore.Name, objlnfoStore.RootFolder.Name, 

_objinfoStore . ProviderName 
Next 

The following is sample output against a profile with two message stores: an 
Exchange server (with a private mailbox and a set of public folders) and a personal 
folder: 

InfoStore RootFolder Name 
Scott's Personal Folder Top of Personal Folders 
Mailbox - Jamison, Scott Top of Information Store 

Public Folders IPM_SUBTREE 

lnfoStore Properties 

Provider 
Personal Folders 
Microsoft Exchange 
Server 
Microsoft Exchange 
Server 

The InfoStore object exposes a set of properties such as Name, RootFolder, and 
ProviderName, among others. Table 11.3 shows the entire set of properties for the 
InfoStore object. 

Determining Whether a Session Is Offline 
You can use the Fields collection of the lnfoStore object to determine whether the 
current store is logged in offline. This information can be useful when you need to 
access a remote database or other online-only feature. The following example 
shows how to use the PR_STORE_ OFFLINE property: 

' If you are using VBScript or late binding, the next line is needed: 
CONST PR_STORE_OFFLINE ~ &H6632000B 
Dim objSession as MAPI . Session 
Dim objinfoStore as MAPI.InfoStore 
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Table 11 .3 Properties of the lnfoStore Object 

Property Name Description Type Access Level 1.0 

Application 

Class 

Fields 

tD 

Index 

Name 

Parent 

ProviderName 

RootFolder 

Session 

Always returns a collaboration Data String Read-only 
Objecrs.~ 

Returns cdolnfoStore (1). Long Read-only 

Returns the entire collection of lnfoS tore Object Read-only 
fields. 

Returns the EntryiD for this lnfoStore object String Read-only 

Returns the index number for this Long Read-only 
lnfoStore object within the parent 
InfoSLores collection. 

Returns the lnfoStore name. · Srring Read-only 

Returns the parent lnfoStores collection. Object Read-only 

Returns the name of the lnfoStore object's String Read-only 
message store provider-for example, 
"Personal Folders." 

Returns the root folder for this lnfoStore. Object Read-only 

Returns the current Session object. Object Read-only 

Set objSession = CreateObject("MAPl.Session") 
objSession .Logon 
Set objinfoStore = objSession.InfoStores("Publ ic Fol ders") 
If objinfoStore. Fields(PR_STORE_OFFLI NE).Val ue Then 

Else 

' Value is TRUE -> we are offline 
MsgBox "Store is offline" 

MsgBox ''Store is online" 
End If 

The lnfoStore Method: lsSameAs 

,/ 

,/ 

,/ 

,/ 

./ 

./ 

./ 

./ 

./ 

1.1 1.21 

./ ./ 

./ ./ 

./ ./ 

./ ./ 

./ ./ 

./ ./ 

,/ ./ 

../ ./ 

./ ./ 

,/ ./ 

The InfoStore object allows you to compare two objects to determine if they're the 
same by calling the IsSameAs method (see Table 11.4). 

1247 
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Table 11.4 The Method of the lnfoStore Object 

Method Name Description 1.0 1.1 1.21 

lsSameAs(objlnfoStore2) Returns True if the two InfoStore objects are the same. 

• Accessing Folders 

Folders are organized in a hierarchy, allowing access to folders within other folders. 
Subfolders appear in the Folders collection and ~re returned by the Folders property. 

In CDO, there are several ways to access folders: 

• Getting a default folder directly. CDO allows you to get any one of the 
default Outlook folders. 

• Traversing through folders using the Folders collection's get methods. 

111 Obtaining a folder using its EntryiD by calling the Session object's Get
Folder method. 

• Getting a reference to Public Folders using the InfoStore object's Root
Folder method. 

• Using a Message object's Parent property, which is the folder in which the 
message is stored. 

• Using a folder name as a parameter to the Folders collection-for example, 
Folders("Myfolder"). 

Getting a Default Folder 
CDO 1.21 provides two ways to get standard folders. The Session object has Inbox 
and Outbox properties, which return the respective folders for the current session. 
The GetDefaultFolder method also returns a Folder object. Table 11.5 lists the 
possible values you can use to return a default folder. For example, the following 
code returns the default Calendar folder: 

Set objSession = CreateObject("MAPI.Session") 
objSession .Logon 
objFolder = objSession.GetDefaultFolder(cdoDefaultFolderCalendar) 
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Table 11.5 cdoDefaultFolderTypes Constants 

Folder Constant Value 

Calendar cdoDefaultFolderCalendar 0 

Con£acts cdoDefaultFolderCon£acts 5 

Deleted Hems cdoDefaultFolderDeletedJ tems 4 

lnbox cdoDefaultFolderlnbox 1 

journal cdoDefaultFolderjoumal 6 

Notes cdoDefaultFolderNotes 7 

Outbox cdoDefaultFolderOutbox 2 

Sentltems cdoDefaultFolderSentMail 3 

Tasks cdoDefaultFolderTasks 8 

Traversing Folders 

CDO allows you to iterate through the Folders collection to get irs subfolders. The 
best way to get a subfolder, however, is to reference it directly. The following exam
ple starts with the lnbox and retrieves a subfolder called Pending: 

Set objSession = CreateObject("MAPI.Session") 
objSession.logon 
objFolder - objSession.GetDefaultFolder(cdoDefaultFolderlnbox) 
Set objSubFolder = objFolder.Folders("Pending") 
If Not objSubFolder Is Nothing Then 

MsgBox "Folder not found." 
Else 

' objSubFolder contains a reference to the folder we want 
MsgBox "Folder was found." 

End If 

Using the Getfolder Method 

When you know the unique identifier for the folder you're looking for, call the 
Session object's GetFolder method. The' unique identifier for the folder, estab
lished at the time the folder is created and saved, is stored in its ID property. 
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The following code saves rhe ID for a folder and then uses a GetFolder call to 
get the folder back: 

Set objSession = CreateObject("MAPI.Session") 
objSession.Logon 
' Get the user's inbox 
Set objFolder = objSession . Inbox 
' Save the current Entry ID 
strFol derEntryiD = objFolder.ID 
MsgBox "Current Fol der ID = " & strFolde riD 
' Clear the object out 
Set objFolder = Nothing 
' Use GetFolder to get it back 
Set obj Folder = objSession .GetFolder(strFol deriD) 
If objFolder Is Nothing Then 

MsgBox "Unable t o retrieve folder using ID" 
Else 

MsgBox "objFolde r is set to " & objFolder .Name 
End If 

Using the Rootfolder Object to Access Public Folders 

To retrieve data in a public folder, CDO provides a collection under the Session 
object called the InfoStores collection-a collection of InfoStore objects, each of 
which provides access to the folder hierarchy of a message store. By using the Root
Folder object of an InfoStore, you get to the IPM subtree- the hierarchy of folders 
for all interpersonal messages (IPMs). The following code example uses the Fields 
collection of the Public Folders InfoStore object to get a specific item (All Public 
Folders) using a special property tag: PR_IPM_PUBLIC_FOLDERS_ENTRYID. 
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Set objinfoStores = objSession.InfoS~ores 

For i q 1 to objinfoStores.Count 

Next 

If objinfoSt ores.Item(i) • _ 
''Public Folders" Then 
Set objinfoStore = _ 

objinfoStores.Item(i ) 
Exit For 

End If 

• Find Top Folder 
strPublicRootiD = _ 

objinfoStore.Fields.Item(PR_IPM_PUBLI(_FOLOERS_ENTRYIO).Value 
Set objTopFolder = _ 

objSession.Get:Folder(strPublicRootlO, _ 
objinfoStore.ID) 

Set objFolders = objTopFolder.Folders 
Set objFolder = objinfoStore.RootFolder 

By continuing down the folder hierarchy using the Folders collection, you can 
search the folders until you arrive at the folder that interests you. 

Using a Message Object's FolderiD Property 

You can also obtain a reference to a folder by using the FolderlD property of aMes
sage object in conjunction with the Get Folder method . The FolderlD property will 
return the lD of the folder in which lhe Message is stored. The following example 
demonstrates the FolderlD property: 

Set objFolder = objSession.Inbox 
• Get the first message in the folder 
Set objMessage = objFolder.Messages.GetFirst 
• Get its parent folder 10 
sFolderiD • objMessage.FolderiO 
Set objParentFolder • _ 

objSession.GetFolder(sFolderiO, objMessage.StoreiO) 
MsgBox "The parent folder is " & objParentFolder.Name 
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Folder Properties 
The Folder object, which corresponds ro Outlooks MAPlFolder object, exposes 
many of the same properties, such as Name. Rather than having an Items collec
tion (as Outlook does), CDO has a Messages collection. Table 11.6 lists the prop
erties of the Folder object. 

Folder Methods 
The methods of the CDO Folder object are listed in Table 11. 7. 

Table 11 .6 Properties of the Folder Object 

Property Name Description Type Access Level 1.0 1.1 1.21 

AppUcallon Always rerums ~collaboration Data Object Read-only ../ ../ ../ 

Objects." 

Class Rerums cdofolder (2). Long Read-only ../ ../ ../ 

Fields Returns the collection of folder- Collection Read-only ../ ../ ../ 

specific fields. 

FolderiD Returns this folders parent folders String Read-only ../ ../ ../ 

EntryiD. 

Folders Returns a collection of the subfolders. Collection Read-only ../ ../ ../ 

Hidden Messages Returns a collection of hidden Collection Read-only ../ 

messages in this folder. 

lD Returns the EntryiD for this folder. String Read-only ../ ../ ./ 

Messages Returns a collection of all messages Collection Read-only ../ ../ ./ 

in this folder. 

Name Returns the folder name. String Read/write ../ ../ ../ 

Parent Returns this folders parenr. For Object Read-only ./ ./ ../ 

lnbox and Outbox, COO will return 
the Session objecr. For other folders, 
a Folder object will be returned, 
unless it is a cop-level folder, in 
which case an lnfoStore object will 
be rerurned. 

Session Returns the current Session objecL Object Read-only ../ ../ ../ 

SloreJD Returns the unique identifier of the String Read-only ../ ../ ../ 

InfoStore object in which the Folder 
object resides. 
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Table 11.7 Methods of the Folder Object 

Method Name Description 1.0 1.1 1.21 

CopyTo(folderiD [, storeiD) Copies the folder (and all contents) to another ../ ../ 

f. name! I. copySubfoldersl ) folder hierarchy location. 

Delete Deletes the folder. ../ ../ ../ 

lsSameAs(objFolder2) Returns True if the two folder objects are the same. ../ ' ../ 

MoveTo(folderiD [, storeiD] ) Moves the folder (and all contents) to another ../ ../ 

folder hierarchy location. 

Update( [makePermanentl Saves changes to the Folder object In the MA Pl ../ ../ ../ 

I. refreshObject ) ) system. Changes to Folder objects are not perma-
nently saved until you call the Update method 
with makePcrmanent set to True. 

• Retrieving Messages 

The Messages Collection 
Every folder contains a collection of items. In COO this collection is called the 
Messages collection. You can access all messages in the folder by using the Get
first, GetNext, GetPrevious, and GetLast methods. Tbe following example prints 
out a list of all messages in the inbox: 

Dim objMessage as MAPI.Message 
Dim objMessages as MAPI.Messages 
Dim objFolder as MAPI.Folder 
Dim objSession as MAPI.Session 
Set objSession = CreateObject("MAPI.Session") 
objSession.Logon 
Se~ objFolder = objSession.Inbox 
Set objMessages = objFolder.Messages 
Se~ objMessage = objMessages.CetFirst 
If objMessage Is Nothing Then 

MsgBox "Folder is empty." 
Else 
' Loop through all the messages in the collec~ion 

Do While Not objMessage Is Nothing 
Debug . Pri nt objMessage.Subject 
Set objMessage • objMessages.GetNex~ 

Loop 
End If 
Set objMessage ~ Nothing --
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Set objMessages = Nothing 
Set objFolder = Nothing 
Set objSession = Nothing 

The HiddenMessages Collection 
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The HiddenMessages property returns a Messages collection object of hidden 
messages in a folder. The messages in the collection returned by the HiddenMes
sages property are not visible through Outlook. These hidden messages corre
spond to the folder-associated information kept in a folder by MAPI. Some 
messaging clients use hidden messages for var\ous tasks, such as lnbox rules or 
routing information. You can use the HiddenMessages collection to store public 
folder or other settings. You can view the HiddenMessages collection with the 
Exchange 2000 property inspector (ADO Explorer) featured in Chapter 20. 

The Messages within the HiddenMessages collection can be accessed in the nor
mal manner (through its Add and Delete methods), and the properties on its mem
ber Message objects retain their respective read/write or read-only accessibility. 

Using the HiddenMessages Collection 
One of the things that the HiddenMessages collection stores is the list of form def
inition messages for the folder. A form definition message is a <;.ustom form that has 
been published to the folder. The following code will allow you to remove a pub
lished form from a folder using the CDO object model: 

Set objFolder = <set a reference to the folder here> 
Set objHiddenMessages = objFolder. HiddenMessages 
' Passing a message class value to GetFirst wi l l create a filter: 
Set objMessage ~ _ 

objHiddenMessages.GetFi rst("IPM.Microsoft.FolderDesign. 
FormsDescription") 
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' Loop through all forms 
Do Until objMessage Is Nothing 

sFormName = "Form Name: " & objMessage.Fields(cdoPILDISPLAY_NAME) 
If MsgBox(sFormName, vbYesNo, "Delete?") """vbYes Then 

objMessage.Delete 
End If 
Set objMessage = objHiddenMessages.GetNext 

Loop 
Set objFolder = Nothing 
Set objHiddenMessages - Nothing 
Set objMessage = Nothing 

Sorting a Messages Collection 
If you want the messages in the collection to be returned in a particular order, you 
can use the Messages collection's Sort method. The Sort method sorts the collec
tion on the specified property according to the spec.ified sort order. Its format is as 
follows: 

objMessages.Sort( [SortOrder] [, PropTag or name] ) 

SortOrder can be either cdoAscending (l) or cdoDescending (2). PropTag is the 
property tag value for the MAPI property to be used for the son. Or instead of 
using a property tag, you can use the Name parameter, which is the property name 
of a MAPI-named property. 

For example, if you wanted to print out your in box Messages collection sorted 
by Subject, you could add the following single line of code: 

objMessages.Sort(cdoAscending, PR_SUBJECT) 

Your code would then look like this: 

Dim objMessage as MAPI.Message 
Dim objMessages as MAPI.Messages 
Dim objFolder as MAPI.Folder 
Dim objSession as MAPI.Session 
Set objSession = CreateObject("MAPI.Session") 
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objSession.Logon 
Set objFolder = objSession.Inbox 
Set objMessages = objFolder.Messages 
objMessages .Sort(cdoAscending, PR_SUBJECT) 
Set objMessage = objMessages .GetFirst 
If objMessage Is Nothing Then 

MsgBox "Folder is empty." 
Else 

Chapter 11 • CDO 1.21 

' Loop through all the messages in the col lection 
Do While Not objMessage Is Nothing 

Debug.Print objMessage.Subject 

Loop 
~nd If 

Set objMessage = objMessages.Get~ext 

Set objMessage = Nothing 
Set objMessages = Nothing 
Set objFol der = Nothing 
Set objSession = Nothing 

MessageFilter 
Often you don't want to return all of the messages in a folder. For example, you 
may want messages from only a specific person. You could loop through and check 
every item in the folder, returning only the ones you want. However, a more effi
cient way is to filter the Messages collection using a MessageFilter. You can create 
a filter that will return only those Messages that match a list of criteria. The format 
of a MessageFilter is as follows: 

Set objMessageFilter = objMessages . Filter 
objMessageFilter. (field name) = "(value to filter by)" 

Getting back to the example, say you want only unread messages that were 
sent by Scott jamison. The following example sets a reference to the Messages col
lection's MessageFilter and sets the Unread and Sender properties. The resulting 
collection will consist of only those messages that match the criteria. 
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Dim objSession As MAPI.Session 
Dim obj Folder As MAPI.Folder 
Dim objMessages As MAPI.Messages 
Dim objMessageFilter As MAPI.MessageFilter 
Dim objMessage As Message 
1 Create a COO session 
Set objSession = CreateObject("MAPI.Session") 
1 Log on to the session 
objSession.Logon 
1 Get a reference to the folder we want to filter 
Set objFolder - objSession .Inbox 
1 Get the collection of messages in the folder 
Set objMessages = objinbox.Messages 
' Use the next l ine to see the number of messages (before) 
1 MsgBox objMessages.Count 
o Assign a message filter to the messages collection 
Set objMessageFilter = objMessages . Fi lter 
' Set our first filter setting 
1 NOTE: As soon as this line is executed, objMessages 
o will NOT contain all messages in the folder anymore. 
1 Instead, it will contain just the filtered list. 
objMes,sageFilter.Sender = "Jamison, Scott" 
1 Filter the messages some more 
objMessageFilter.Unread = True 
1 Use the next line to see the number of messages (after) 
' MsgBox objMessages.Count 
Set objMessage c objMessages.GetFirst 
If objMessage Is Nothing Then 

MsgBox "Folder is empty." 
Else 
' Loop through all the messages in the collection 

Do While Not objMessage Is Nothing 
Debug.Print objMessage.Subject 

loop 
End If 

Set objMessage = objMessages.GetNext 

Set objMessageFilter = Nothing 
Set objMessage - Nothing 
Set objMessages = Nothing 
Set objFolder = Nothing 
Set objSession = Nothing 
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You can also use the Not properry to create negated filters. Say you wanted to 
create a filter that returned all messages that were not from Scott jamison. You 
would create your filter in the same way, except that you would set the Not prop
erty to True: 

I 

Set objMessageFilter = objSession .Inbox.Messages .Fil ter 
objMessageFilter .Not = True ' negate all results 
objMessageFilter.Sender ,.. "Simpson, Homer" 

You cannot, however, create filters that "NOT" specific properties. For example, 
you cannot filter like this: 

Fieldl • "1:ext " AND NOT(FieldZ = "text") 

This won't work because the Not property negates all filter values i.n the message 
filter. 

Note: You cannot filter on custom fields or keyword fields •. 

MessageFilter Properties 
Table 11.8 gi.ves lhe complete list of MessageFilter properties. 

The MessageFilter Method: lsSameAs 
The only method provided by the MessageFilter object is the IsSameAs method 
(see Table 11.9) , which allows you to test whether two MessageFilter objects are 
the same u nderlying object. 

The Message Object 
Once you have the collection of messages you're looking for; you can use theMes
sage object to retrieve properties of existing messages, or simply to create new 
ones. 
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Table 11.8 Properties of the Messagefilter Object 

Property Name Description Type Access level 1.0 1.1 1.21 

Application Always rerurns "Collaboration Data Object Read-only ./ ./ 

Objects." 

Class Returns cdoMessageFilter (10). Long Read-only ./ ./ 

Conversation Sets filtering on the message's String Reacl!write ./ ./ 

ConversationTopic property. 

Fields Returns tile entire collection of Collection Read-only ./ ./ 

MessageFilter fields. Use this collection 
when the field on which you wish to 
filter is not defined as a property. 

Importance Sets filtering on the importance of a Long Read-only ./ ./ 

message. 

Not Specifies that all restriction values are to Boolean Read!write ./ ./ 

be negated before being ANDed or ORed. 

Or Specifies that the restriction values are Boolean Read!write ./ ./ 

to be ORed instead of ANDed. 

Parent Returns the parent Messages collection. Collection Read-only ./ ./ 

Recipients Sets filtering on whether the messages String Read!wrtte ./ ./ 

recipients include at least one recipient 
with a particular name. Note that this is 
not a Recipients collection. 

Sender Sets filtering on the name of a message's String Read!write ./ ./ 

sender. 

Sent Sets filtering on whether this message Boolean Read!write ./ ./ 

was sem or posted. This value is True if 
it was sent through the MAP I system 
and False if it was posted or saved 
directly. 

Session Returns the current Session object. Object Read-only ./ ./ 

Size Sets filtering on the approximate total Long Read!write ./ ./ 

size of a message, in bytes. 

Subject Sets filtering on the subject of a message. String Read!write ./ ./ 

Text Sets filtering on the main text (body) of String Read!write ./ ./ 

a message. The filter will look for the 
specified text as a substring of the entire 
message body. 

Continued on 11txt page. 
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Table 11 .8 Properties of the MessageFilter Object (continued) 

Property Name Description Type Access level 1.0 1.1 1.21 

TimeFirst 

Time last 

Type 

Unread 

Sets filtering on whether a message was 
received since the specified date and 
time. 

Sets filtering on whether a message was 
received before the specified date and 
time. 

Sets filtering on the message class of a 
message. 

Sets filtering on whether or not a mes
sage has been read. 

Message Properties 

Date Read/write 

Date Read/write 

String Read/write 

Boolean Read/write 

The Message object corresponds to Outlook's Item object. Table 11.10 lists the 
entire set of properties of the CDO Message object. 

Message Methods 
Many of the methods of the Message object are si~lar to those of the Outlook 
item objects. Table ll.lllists the available methods. 

· Entry IDs versus Article IDs 
As described throughout the book, every message (and Outlook item) has a prop
erty called EntryiD (or just ID) that is a string of hexadecimal characters. This 
string uniquely identifies a message within a given message store. If you know a 
message's EntryiD value, you can use the GetMessage method to access the mes
sage directly. 

Table 11.9 The Method of the MessageFilter Object 

Method Name Description 

IsSameAs(objMessageFilter) Returns True if the two MessageFilter objects are' the 
same. 

1.0 1.1 1.21 
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Table 11 .10 Properties of the Message Object 

Property Name Description Type Access Level 1.0 1.1 1.21 

Applic8tion Always returns "Collaboration Data Object Read-only ./ ./ ./ 

Objects." 

Attachments Returns the attachments for this item. Object or Read-only ./ ./ ./ 

Collection 

Categories Returns a variam array of rhe categories Array of Read/write ./ 

associated with Lhis item. Strings 

Class Returns cdoMsg (3). long Read-only ./ ./ ./ 

Conversation This property is outdated; do not use it. 
Instead use ConversationTopic or 
Conversationlndex. 

Conversation Index Returns a hexidecimal value indicating String Read/write ./ ./ ./ 

its discussion-ordering placement that 
is unique to the message (see the sec-
tion titled Discussion Group Support 
later in this chapter). 

Conversation Topic Returns the human-readable name of String Read/write ./ ./ ./ 

the convel'S<ltion (usually the subject of 
the initial message) (see the section 
titled Discussion Group Support later 
in this chapter) . 

Delivery Receipt If set to True, obtains a notification Boolean Read/write ./ ./ ./ 

message when each recipient receives 
your message. The default setting is False. 

Encrypted Lf set to True, represen ts a request for Boolean Read/write ./ ./ ./ 

encryption. COO does not encrypt or 
digitally sign the item itself. 

Fields Returns the collection of field values Collection Read-only ./ ./ ./ 

for this item. 

FolderlD Returns the EntryiD of this item's String Read-only ./ ./ ./ 

parent folder. 

ID Returns the EntrylD of Lhis item. String Read-Qnly ./ ./ ./ 

lmportance Can be cdoLow (0), cdoNormal (1), or Long Read/write ./ ./ ./ 

cdoHigh (2). The default is cdoNormal 

Parent Returns the parent Messages collection Collection Read-only ./ ./ ./ 

for this item. 

Read Receipt Returns True if a read receipt is requested. Boolean Read/write ./ ./ ./ 

Continued on next page. 
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Table 11.10 Properties of the Message Object (continued) 

Property Name Description Type Access Level 1.0 1.1 1.21 

Recipients Returns the list of "To,'' "Cc," and Collection Read/write ~ ~ ../ 

"Bee" recipients for this item. 

Sender Returns the From value of the message. Object Read/write ~ ~ ~ 

You can change the Sender property 
before a message is either sent or saved. 

Sensitivhy Can be cdoNoSensitivity (0), Long Read/write 
cdoPersonal (1), cdoPrivate (2), or 
cdoConfidential (3). The default is 
cdoNoSensitivity. 

Sent Returns True if sent. Boolean Read/write ~ ~ ~ 

Session Returns the current Session object. Object Read-only ~ ~ ../ 

Signed Returns True if digital signature is Boolean Read/write ~ ~ ~ 

present 

Size Returns the size of the item in bytes. Long Read-only ~ ~ ~ 

Unsaved messages have a size of zero. 

StorelD Returns the ID of the message store. String Read-only ~ ~ ~ 

Use with get methods. 

Subject Returns the subject of the message String Read/write ../ ../ ~ 

(default property). 

Submitted States whether the item has been sub- Boolean Read/write ~ ~ ~ 

mitted to the subsystem. 

Text Returns the body of the message. Cor- String Read/write ~ ~ ~ 

responds to the Body property of an 
Outlook item. 

TrmeCreated Returns the date and time that the item Date Read-only ./ 
was first saved. 

Time Expired Returns the date and time that the ilem Date Read/Write ~ 

becomes invalid. 

Tunel.astModified Returns the date and time that the item Date Read-only ~ 

was last saved. 

TimeReceived Returns the date and time that the item Date Read/write ~ ~ ./ 
was received (through e-mail, this 
property is set automatically). 

TimeSent Returns the date and time that the item Date Read/write ~ ~ ~ 

was sent (through e-mail, this property 
is set automatically). 
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Table 11 .10 Properties of the Message Object ( co.ntinued) 

Pro~rty Name Descrl.ption Type Access level 1.0 1.1 1.21 

Type Returns the message class for this item. String Read/write 
Corresponds to the MessageClass 
property of an Oullook item. 

Unread Returns True if the item has not been Boolean Read/write ./ ./ ./ 

read. For public folders, Exchange 
maintains separate values for each client. 

Table 11 .11 Methods of the Message Object 

Method Name Description 1.0 1.1 1.21 

Copy To Makes a copy of the item in another folder. ./ ./ 

(folderlD (. storelD] ) 

Delete Removes the item. If you set the Deleted Items parameter to ./ ./ ./ 

([Deleted Items]) True, Delete moves the item to the Deleted Items folder. To 
delete an item permanently that is already in !.he Deleted 
Items folder, call Delete without supplying Deletedl tems. 

Forward Returns a new Message object that can be used to forward ./ 

the current message. 
- ---

lsSameAs Returns True if the two Message objects are d1e same. ./ ./ 

(objMessage) 

Move To Moves the item to another folder. ./ ./ 

(folderlD [, storeiD] ) 

Options Shows a dialog box that allows the user to configure options on ./ ./ ./ 

the message. NOle: This method does not work on ".pstn files. 

Reply Returns a new Message object that can be used to reply to ./ 

the sender of the currem message. 

Reply All Returns a new Message object that can be used to reply to ./ 

the sender and all recipients of the current message. 

Send Sends the message to the recipients through the MAPl ./ ./ ./ 

( [saveCopy) system. 
{, showDialog) 
(, parentWindow) ) 

Update Saves the message to a message store. ./ ./ ./ 

( (makePermaneml 
[. refreshObject) ) 
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Table 11 .12 Comparing the EntrylO and ArticleiD Properties 

Featul'e EntryiD ArtldeiD 

How to access its 
value? 

objMessage.ID objMessage.Fields(cdoPR_INTER-NET_ 
ARTICLE_NUMBER) 

Description Unique value for message in a store Unique value for message in a folder 

Data type String (70+ characters) Long (32 bits) 

Get method for 
message 

GetMessage(EntrylD) Get:Article(ArticleiD, Fo1der1D) 

Other data needed 
for the get? 

No other information needed (other 
than optional store !D) 

Need 50 also pass foldm EntryiD (and 
optional store TO) 

Use when ... You don't know the folder ID You know the folder ID 
You don't mind sLOring a large string You need to save space when storing the 

message ID 

Another way to identify a message in COO uniquely is to use its article num
ber. An anicle number is a long integer associated with all items in a message store. 
The store sets the article number on each item as it is added to a folder. The advan
tage of an article number is that it is only 32 bits long, as opposed lO the item's 
unique identifier in its 10 property, which is typically on the order of 70 bytes. One 
advantage of using the article ID is that if you are constructing a URL ro reference 
an item, you can make the URL much shorter by using the item's article number 
instead of its unique identifier. Another advantage is that if you're using a single 
folder, you can store Long values instead of huge strings. Table 11.12 summarizes 
the EntryiD and ArticleiD values. 

The Fields Collection 

Perhaps the most important property of the Message object is the Fields collection, 
which provides access to any field in a message. The Fields collection allows you 
to iterate through all fields in a message. 1t also allows you to access fields directly 
using a property tag. The Fields property returns one or all of the fields assodated 
with a Message object. Each field typically corresponds to a MAPl property. For the 
most part, data types are preserved. The only exception is that binary properties are 
converted to and from character strings representing hexadecimal digits (e.g., 
EntryiD and Conversationlndex). 

The Fields property provides a generic access mechanism that atlows devel
opers to retrieve the value of a MAPI propeny using either its name or its MAPI 
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property tag. For access with the propercy tag, use objMessage.Fields(proptag), 
where "prop tag" is the 32-bit MAPl property tag associated with the property, such 
as "cdoPR_Subject." To access a custom propeny, use objMessage.Fields(<name of 
property>), where "<name of property>" is a string that represents the custom 
property name. 

You can also iterate through the fields of an item, which is something you can
not do using the Outlook object model. The following example shows how to iter
ate through all fields of the first item in the current user's inbox. Typically, only 
custom properties will show their name: 

Set objMessage = objSession.Inbox.Messages.GetFirst 
Set objFields = objMessage.Fi elds 
Debug. Print, "Name", "IO", "Value" 
For Each objField In objFields 

Debug.Print objPield.Name, objField.IO, objField.Value 
Next 

• Discussion Group Support 

CDO supports the use of messages that are saved directly in a folder, typically for 
threaded discussions. Such a discussion is sometimes referred to as a conversation. 
A conversation is a group o( related messages that have the same Conversation
Topic property value. The conversation topic is typically the subject text of the first 
message in a thread. In a discussion application, users typically save the original 
message and responses to the original message. Figure 11.2 shows a threaded dis
cussion. 

All messages are tagged with a field called Conversationlndex, which is used to 
order the messages within the conversation. When the first message in a thread is cre
ated, MAPI creates a 44-character field that is stored in the Conversationindex field. 
When a message is replied to, the child message is assigned a Conversationlndex 
value that is its parent's Conversationlndex plus a 10-character time stamp value. 
For illustration, look at the following code, which sorts a Messages collection by 
its Conversationlndex value, loops through the collection, and then prints out the 
Subject text in the manner of a conversation thread: 

' Get a public folder 
Set objFolder = objRootFolder.Folders("Microsoft Word Discussion") 
' Get the Messages collection 
Set objMessages = objFolder.Messages 
' Sort the messages by conversation index 
objMessages.Sort cdoAscending, mapt~cdoPR_CONVERSATION_INOEX 
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Figure 11.2 A threaded discussion 

• Loop through the sorted messages 
For Each objMessage In objMessages 

"" .. , 

Ahhhh •.• Wed! •• 
Already read ••• Wed t •• .. ·o,· 

Chat Room? Wed I -
RB Chat Room? Wed I-

::: ,, 
Printer ~up In !:Mchan.. Thu 11 ... 
RE: Printer setup in EMc- Thu II .• 
11o chance to pldc print- Thu 11-

·• . 
Attachment Encoding Tue 10 •• 
Re Attad\ment Encoding Tue 10 • . 
RE: Attadlment Encoding Tue 10-
RE: Attachment fncoding Tue I 0-

:..· 
Schedule + Roulette Tue 10 •• 
Schedule + Roule..Ue Tue 10. .. 

·.,-

USing Word 4S e-mail e- Thu 9/ •• 
<· .-.· r··o,..;· 

> quotations Mon9 •• 

• Depending on the size of the conversation index, indent the subject 
With objMessage 

Next 

sTemp == "" 
hlen = ((Len(.Conversationindex) - 44) I 10) 
For I == 1 to hLen 

sTemp - sTemp & "--" 
Next 
sTemp = sTemp & .Subject 
Debug.Print sTemp 

End With 

The output looks something like this: 

Outlook 2000 
- -Re: Outlook 2000 
----Re: Re: Outlook 2000 
----Re : Re: Outlook 2000 
------Another Outlook Question 
--Re: Outlook 2000 
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Try replacing the Debug. Print sTemp statement with Debug.Print .Conversation
Index. You'll see the Conversationlndex string values, which will look something 
like this: 

01BE752C882CB15DFSB8E0FSUD290A00080C7ACSABF 
01BE752C882CB15DF5B8E0F511D290A00080C7AC5ABF0000009D20 
01BE752C882CB15DF5B8E0F5110290A00080C7AC5ABF0000009020000001EA20 
01BE752C882CB150FSB8E0F511D290A00080C7ACSABF0000009020000001EA200042384610 
1---- Origi nal message index -------- ------llst replyl2nd repl yl3rd reply l 

The Session object provides the CreateConversationlndex method to create 
or update a conversation index. This method allows you to create new Conversa
tionlndex values properly. 

For example, the following code segment illustrates how you would use the 
CreateConversationlndex method. lt assumes you have a valid session and a refer
ence to a folder: 

' ... Assume we have a valid Session object and a Folder object 
' Extract a message from the folder 
Set objMessage = objFolder.GetFirst 
' Use its index to make a new conversation index 
' COO creates it for us automatically 
' See how we pass the parent's index? COO uses it to 
' generate a child index based on the one we passed it 
slndex = objSession.CreateConversationindex _ 

(objMessage .Conversationindex) 
Set objReply - objFolder.Messages.Add ' generate reply 
With objReply 

.Conversation!ndex = slndex 

.ConversationTopic = objMessage.ConversationTopic 

.Subject = "RE: " & objMessage.Subject 
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.Text= "I agree with your message." 

.Update 
End With 

• Calendar Support 
I 

Chapter 11 • CDO 1.21 

CDO supports two calendar item types: Meetingltems and Appointmentltems. 
CDO also supports retrieval of free/busy information through the AddressEntry 
and Recipient objects. In CDO, an Appointmentltem object is distinguished from 
a Message object by a value of IPM.Appointment (its message class) in its Type 
property. You create an Appointmentltem object by using the Add method on a 
Messages collection obtained only from a calendar folder object. For example, 

Dim objSession As MAPI.Session 
Dim objFolder As MAPI.Folder 
Dim objMessages As MAPI.Messages 
Dim objAppointmentltem As MAPI.Appointmentltem 
Set objCalendarFolder e objSession.GetDefa~ltFolder _ 

(cdoDefaultFolderCalendar) 
Set objMessages = objFolder.Messages 
Set objAppointment ~ objMessages.Add 

• Address Books 

Like Outlook, COO can be used to access address lists such as the Global Address 
List, Personal Address Book, and the Outlook Contacts Address Book Provider. In 
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COO, the Stmplest way to ~ the address books is to use the Session object's 
Addre.ssBook method, which allows a user to select "To," "Cc• (carbon copy), and 
"Bee" (blind carbon copy) recipients from a customizable user interface. Add the 
following code behind a buuon to aUow the user to select a list of recipients: 

Private Sub cmdRecipients_Click() 
On Error GoTo Err_cmdRecipients 
Set objReci pient s • objSession.AddressBook( _ 

Title:="Sel ect COO Recipients" , _ 
forceResolution:•True, _ 
reci pli sts: =3, _ 
tolabel:="&To", _ 
cclabel:="&Carbon Copies", _ 
bcclabel:="&Blind Copies") 

Exit Sub 
Err_cmdRecipients: 

If Err.Number = cdoE_USER_CANCEL Then 
MsgBox nuser cance 1 ed." 

Else 
MsgBox "An error has occurred." 

End If 
End Sub 

' 

Wtth this code the user will get a dialog box like the one in Figure 11.3. 

Figure 11.3 The address book recipient selection dialog box 
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The AddressBook method takes a list of optional parameters and returns a 
Recipients collection object. The syntax is as follows: 

Set objRecipi ents a objSession.AddressBook( [recipient s] [ , title] 
[ , oneAddress] [, forceResolution] [, reciplists] [, tolabel] 
[, cclabel] [, bcclabel] [, parentWindow] ) 

where 

• recipients represents the Recipients object. A Recipients collection object 
can be provided that gives initial values for the recipient list boxes in the 
address book dialog box. 

• title is a String that contains the title or caption of the address book dialog 
box. The default value is an empty string. 

• oneAddress is a Boolean parameter that lets the user select only one 
address entry at a time. The default value is False. 

• force Resolution is a Boolean parameter that attempts to resolve all names 
before closing the address book and will prompt the user to resolve any 
ambiguous names. The default value is True. 

• reciplists is a Long parameter representing the number of recipient list 
boxes to display in the address book dialog box according to one of the val
ues in Table 11.13. No constants are defined in CDO for these values, so 
you'll have to use the values directly. 

• to Label is a String containing the caption for the button associated with the 
first recipient list box. If omitted, the default value "To:" is displayed. 

Table 11 .13 Valid Values for the recipUsts Optional Parameter 

VaJue Action 

-1 Displays three list boxes wir.h default captions and without resolution. (i.e., a 
shortcut for forceResolution=False, reciplists=3, with the default To:, Cc:, and 
Bee: button captions). 

0 Displays no list boxes. The user can interact wilh the address book dialog box, 
but no recipients are relUmed by this method. 

1 Displays one list box for cdoTo recipients. 

2 Displays two list boxes for cdoTo and cdoCc recipients. 

3 Displays three list boxes for cdoTo, cdoCc, and cdoBcc recipients. 
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• cclabcl is a String containing the caption for the button associated with the 
second recipient list box. lf omiued, the defauh value "Cc:" is displayed. 

• bccLabel is a String containing the caption for the button associated with 
the third recipient list box. lf omiued, the default value "Bee:" is displayed. 

• parent Window is a Long parameter representing the parent window handle 
for the address book dialog box. A value of zero (the default) specifies that 
the dialog box should be application-modal. 

The AddressBook Object 
Rather than using the AddressBook method to select recipients visually, you can 
traverse the CDO object model to view, add, and delete entries in the address books. 
The AddressLists collection provides access to the root of the MAPl address book 
hierarchy for the current session. Only address books that are listed in the current 
sessions profile can be accessed through these objects. You obtain the collection 
through the parent Session object's Addresslists propeny as follows: 

Set objSession = CreateObject("MAPI.Session") 
objSession.Logon 
Set objAddressList ~ objSession.Addresslists("Global Address List") 

You can also obtain either the Global Address List (GAL) or the Personal 
Address Book (PAB) using the GetAddresslist method: 

Set objAddresslist = objSession.GetAddresslist(cdoAddressListGAL) 

From here you can obtain the individual entries in the address book. 
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The AddressEntry Object 
AddressEntry objects are items that exist in an AddressList, such as the Global 
Address List or a Personal Address Book. Say you want to fill a drop-down list with 
distribution lists ~ the Global Address List. The following code segment shows 
how to do this incrementally. First get a reference to the GAL as follows: 

Set objAddresslist = objSession.GetAddresslist(cdoAddresslistGAL) 

Next use the AddressEntries property to obtain the entire list of users and dis
tribution lists in the GAL: 

Set objAddressEntries = objAddresslist.AddressEntries 

Finally, walk the collection of entries, selecting only those that are distribution 
lists. Make sure to call the Getfirst method to obtain the first entry in the collec
tion, and then loop through using the GetNext method until you reach the end. 
Table 11.14 gives a complete list of AddressList display types. 

To make sure you add only distribution lists ro the drop-down list, check the 
DisplayType property for cdoDistUst (1): 

Dim objAddressEntry As MAPI.AddressEntry 
Set objAddressEntry ~ objAddressEntries.GetFirst 
Do Until (objAddressEntry Is Nothing) 

If objAddressEntry.DisplayType = cdoDistList Then 
cboDistlist.Additem objAddressEntry.Name 

End If 
Set objAddressEntry • objAddressEntries.GetNext 

Loop 
Set objAdd ressEntry = Nothing 

Table 11 .14 cdoDisplayType Address List Constants 

Display Type Con5tant 

User cdoUser 

Public Dislrlbution List cdoDistList 

Forum (Public Folder) cdoForum 

Agent cdoAgent 

Organization cdoOrganization 
--
Private Distribution List cdoPrivateDistList 

Remote User cdoRemoteUser 

Value 

0 

l 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 
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Address list Entries 
If a distribution list is chosen, you'll need to extract the users for the selected list. The 
Members property of the distribution list will return a collection of address entries (list 
of users or other distribution lists) . Use the GetFirst/GetNext combination to loop 
through the collection, this time checking to make sure DisplayType is cdoUser (0): 

Dim objDistlist As MAPI.AddressEntry 
Dim objMembers As MAPI.AddressEntries 
Dim objAddressEntry As MAPI.AddressEntry 

Set objDistList = gobjGALEntries(cboDistlist.Text) 
Set objMembers = objDistlist.Members 
Set objAddressEntry = objMembers.GetFirst 

Do Until (objAddressEntry Is Nothing) 

Loop 

If objAddressEntry.DisplayType = cdoUser Then 
cboAttendee.Addltem objAddressEntry.Name 

End If 
Set objAddressEntry = objMembers.GetNext 

Set objDistlist =Nothing 
Set objMembers =Nothing 
Set objAddressEntry = Nothing 

You now have a list of recipients from the chosen distribution list, and a user can 
select a particular recipient if desired. 

Table ll.l5lists all AddressEntry properties. 

Table 11.16 gives the complete list of AddressEntry methods. 

AddressEntryFilter 
Sometimes you don't want all of the address entries in an address book. For example, 
you may want only address entries for a specific office, or with a first name of Scott. 
You could loop through and check every entry in the collection, keeping only the 
ones you want. However, a more efficient way is to filter the AddressEntries collec
tion using an AddressEntryFilter object. You can create a filter that will return only 
those entries that match a list of criteria. The format of an AddressEntryFilter is as 
follows: 

Set objAddrEntFilter = objAddressEntries.Filter 
objAddrEntFilter.(field name) .,. "(value to filter by)" 
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Table 11.15 Properties of the AddressEntry Object 

Property Name Description Type Access Level 1.0 1.1 1.21 

Address Returns the fully qualified e-mail String Read/write v" ./ ./ 

address of the recipient. Save this 
value for later use to guarantee 
recipient resolution. 

Application Always returns "Collaboration Data String Read-only v" v" v" 

Objects." 

Class Returns cdoAddressEntry (8). long Read-only ./ v" ./ 

Display Type Describes the kind of address entry. long Read-only v" ./ v" 

Can be cdoUser (0), cdoDistlist 
(1), cdoForum (2), cdoAgent (3), 
cdoOrganization ( 4), 
cdoPrivateDistList (5), or 
cdoRemoteUser (6). 

Fields Returns a collection of fields in the Object Read-only v" v" ./ 

address entry. 

ID Returns the unique ID of the object String Read-only ./ v" v" 

assigned by the transport provider. 

Manager Returns the address entry$ man- Object Read/write v" v" 

ager. This is actually a reference to 
another AddressEntry object. 

Members Returns an AddressEntries Collection Read-only v" ./ 

collection representing the 
members of a distribution list in 
an address book. Valid only 
for AddressEntry objects of 
DisplayType cdoPistList (1) 
or cdoPrivateDistList (5). 

Name Returns the name of the address String Read/write v" ./ v" 

entry. 

Parent Returns the parent Address Entries Object Read-only ./ v" ./ 

collection. 

Session Returns the Namespace object for Object Read-only ./ v" ./ 
the current session. 

Type Returns me Address Entry type, String Read/write ./ v" ./ 

such as "SMTP" or "EX." 
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Table 11.16 Methods of the AddressEntry Object 

Method Name 

Delete 

Details( [HWnd)) 

GetfreeBusy(StartDate, 
Interval, [ CompleteFormat]) 

lsSameAs (objAddressEntry) 

Update ([ makePermanentl, 
[refreshObject)) 

Description 

Removes the item from the Address Entries collection. 

Displays a modal dialog box that provides detailed 
information about this AddressED try object. 

Returns a string representing one month o( free/busy 
information, starting at midnight of the start date. If 
CompleteFormat =False, GetFreeBusy returns 0 for 
fTee, 1 for busy. If CompleteFormat = True, 
GetFreeBusy returns one of the cdoBusyStatus 
constanr values: cdoFree (0), cdoTentative (1), 
cdoBusy (2) , or cdoOutOfOffice (3). 

Compares this Address Entry with another 
AddressEntry object and returns True if they are the same. 

Saves a change to the AddressEntry object. 
makePermanent will persist the change to storage, 
while refreshObject will rdoad the cache. 

1.0 1.1 1.21 

,/ ,/ ,/ 

,/ ,/ ,/ 

,/ 

,/ ,/ 

,/ ,/ ,/ 

Say you want to retrieve only those entries with a last name of jamison. The 
following example sets a reference to the address enrry collection's AddressEntry

Filter and sets the Name property. The resulting collection will consist of only 
those messages that match the criteria: 

Dim objSession As MAPI.Session 
Dim objAddrEntFilter As MAPI.AddressEntryFilter 
Dim objAddressEntries As MAPI.AddressEntries 
Dim objAddressEntry As MAPI.AddressEntry 
Dim objGAL As MAPI.Addresslist 
Set objGAL = objSession.GetAddresslist(cdoAddresslistGAL) 
Set objAddressEntries ~ objCAL.AddressEntries 
Set objAddrEntFilter a objAddressEntries.Filter 
objAddrEntFilter.Name • "Jamison" 
For Each objAddressEntry In objAddressEntries 

Debug.Print objAddressEntry.Name 
Next 
Set objAddressEntry = Nothing 
Set objAddressEntries = Nothing 
Set objAddrEntFilter - Nothing 
Set objGAL ~ Nothing 
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Table 11.17 gives the complete list of AddressEntryFilter properties. 

Table 11 .17 Properties of the AddressEntryFilter Object 

Property Name Description Type Access Level 1.0 1.1 1.21 

Application Always returns "Collaboration Data Objects." String Read-only ../ ../ 

Class Returns cdoMessageFilter (10). Long Read-only ../ ./ 

Conversation Sets filtering on the Conversation Topic property. String Read/write ../ ../ 

Fields Use this when the field you want to filter on is Co)lection Read-only ../ ../ 

not defined as a property. 

Importance Sets filtering on the importance of a message. Long Read-only ../ ../ 

Not Specifies that all restriction values be negated Boolean Read/write ./ ../ 

before being ANDed or ORed. 

Or Specifies that the restriction values are to be Boolean Read/write 
..,. ../ 

ORed instead of ANDed. 

Parent Returns the parent Messages collection. Object Read-only ../ ../ 

Recipients Sets filtering on whether the messages recipi- String Read/write ../ ../ 

ents include at least one recipient with a par-
ticular name. Note that this is not a 
Recipients collection. 

Sender Sets filtering on the name of a messages sender. String Read/write ./ ../ 

Sent Sets filtering on whether this message was Boolean Read/write ./ ../ 

sent (rather than simply posted). 

Session Returns the current Session object. Object Read-only ../ ../ 

Size Sets filtering on the size of a message, in bytes. Long Read/write ../ ../ 

Subject Sets filtering on th.e subject of a message. String Read/write ../ ../ 

Text Sets filtering on the main text (body) of a String Read/write ../ ./ 

message. The filter will look for the text as a 
substring of the' entire message body. 

TimeFirst Sets filtering on whether a message was Date Read/write ../ ../ 

received since the specified date and time. 

TimeLast Sets filtering on whether a message was Date Read/write ../ ../ 

received before the specified date and time. 

Type Sets filtering on the message class. String Read/write ../ ./ 

Unread Sets filtering on whether or not a message has Boolean Read/Write ../ ../ 

been read. 
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Table 11 .18 The Method of the AddressEntryfilter Object 

Method Name Description 1.0 1.1 1.21 

IsSameAs 
( objAddressEntryFil ter) 

Returns True if the two Address Entry Filter objects are 
the same. 

The only method provided by the AddressEntryFilter object is the IsSameAs 
method (see Table 11.18). 

• Summary 

This chapter covered the complete list of objects for the Collaboration Data Objects 
library (CDO 1.21), including how to log on using a Session object, how to access 
data using the InfoStores collection, and how to use Message and AddressBook 
objects. CDO 1.21, which uses the MAPI subsystem, is still a valid way to access data 
in Exchange 2000. In fact, since the Exchange OLE DB provider (and by extension, 
CDO 3.0) cannot be used on the client side, CDO 1.21 will continue to be a common 
way to access data and create collaborative applications, especially for Outlook 
2000-based applications. 
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XML 

Originally this chapter was going to be a long-winded explanation of XML and 
how to use it when building Exchange 2000 applications. Then we decided that 
there's already enough hype surrounding XML, as well as a plethora of books on 
the subject, so we cut the chapter down to a couple of short examples. The 
examples show how XML is used in Exchange 2000, how to use it as a parameter
passing scheme, and how to use XMLHTTP to send a WebDAV request from 
within Internet Explorer directly to Exchange 2000 and then have the browser 
display it natively. 

• Quick-and-Dirty XML Lesson 

XML stands for eXtensible Markup Language, which is a standard for marking up 
data. XML is powerful because it is simple, interoperable, and open. It allows you 
to keep your data and presentation logic separate. Let's dive right in to an example. 

421 
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<?xml version='l.O' ?> 
- <student> 

<name>Sally Smlth</name> 
<GPA>4.0</GPA> 

</s tudent> 

Chapter 1 7 • XML 

Ftgure 17.1 Internet Explorer 5 recognizes XML-formatted data and allows you to 
collapse and expand its layers 

XML Example 
Heres a simple XML example to get you started. We use the <?XML ?> tag to 
denote our version of XML. Next we define tag pairs ( <> and <i>) to denote name/ 
value property pairs: 

<?xml version~"l.0"?> 
<student> 

<name>Sally Smith</name> 
<GPA>4.0</GPA> 

</student> 

This example shows a srudent named Sally Smith and two properties associ
ated with her (name and GPA). l( we save this text with an extension of .xml and 
open it using lmemet Explorer 5, the browser will recognize the format and render 
it appropriately (Figure 17.1). That's the basics. (We said we'd be brief!) 

• How XMlls Used in Exchange 2000 

Internally, Exchange 2000 uses several formats for storing data. One of these for
mats is XML Exchange 2000 uses XML for things like schema definitions, for cer
tain properties of items in the Web Storage System, for returning information from 
WebDAV requests, in search and lock request details, and of course in any custom 
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applications written by you, the developer. You can also use the Web Storage Sys
tem to store XML documents, eXtensible Style language (XSL) documents, and 
HTML files. 

Exchange 2000 stores property information for contacLS and calendar informa
tion in XML format. Here's some sample contact information: 

<D:prop xmlns:D="DAV" 
xml ns : (="urn: schemas: contacts:''> 

<D :href>http ://mysrv/exchange/jamisons/ 
Contacts/jamisons.eml</D:href> 

<C:fileas>Jamison, Scott</C:fileas> 
<C:emaill>jamisons@plural .com</C:emaill> 
<C:title>Managing Associate</C:title> 
<C:department>Development</C:department> 
<C: l>Boston</C: 1 > 

</D:prop> 

Calendar information is stored in this way as well: 

<D:prop xmlns:D="DAV" 
xmlns;(.,"urn :schemas:calendar: " 
xmlns:H.,"urn :schemas:httpmail:"> 

<D:uri>http://mysrv/exchange/jamisons/ 
Calendar/appt.eml</D:uri> 

<H:subject>Team Meeting</H:subject> 
<C:dtstart>20011010T0400</C:dtstart> 
<C:dtend>20011010T0500</C:dtend> 
<C:busystatus>BUSY</C:busystatUS> 

</D:prop> 

Now that we've seen some ways in which Exchange 2000 uses XML, let's 
request it using Internet Explorer 5 and WebDAV. The next section shows us how. 

• Using a Rich Browser Such as Internet Explorer 5 

Internet Explorer 5 (IE5) and later versions enable you to use XML and browser 
development tools against Exchange 2000 Server. Because IE5 renders XML data 
natively, you can scream information directly to the client for formatting. 

As we saw in Chapter 4, you can use the XMLHTTPRequest object to access 
data in the Web Storage System using the HTTP/WebDAV protocol. In this chapter 
we'll make those requests directly from a Web page in Internet Explorer. 

423 
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Retrieving XMl with XMlHTIP 
The following example shows how you can construct the body of an HTTP/Web
DAY PROPFIND request against a direct Exchange URL: 

<html> 
<head> 
<title>Get Contents of Folder</title> 
</head> 
<script language=vbscript> 
Dim xmlDoc 
Sub cmdGo_OnCl i ck () 

Dim strURL, strPropReq 
' strURL should be somethi ng like "http://jamisondc/public/ 

documents/" 
strURL = txtURL.value 

' Build the string indicating which properties to return 
strPropReq = "<?xml version='1.0'?>" 
strPropReq = strPropReq & "<d:propfind xmlns:d=' DAV:'>" 
strPropReq = strPropReq & "<d:prop>" 
strPropReq = strPropReq & "<d:displayname/>" 
strPropReq = strPropReq & "<d:creationdate/>" 
strPropReq = strPropReq & "</d:prop>" 
strPropReq = strPropReq & "</d:propfind>" 

With CreateObject("rni crosoft. xml http'') 
.Open "PROPFIND", strURL, True 
.setRequestHeader "Content-type:", "text/xml" 

' Return only the contents of a folder 
.setRequestHeader "Depth", "l,noroot" 

' Send the XML body string 
.send (strPropReq) 

' Write ou~ the response 
responsehere.innerText .responseText 

End With 
End Sub 
</script> 

<bOd}'> 

<h2>Get Contents of Folder Using ~~LHTTP</h2> 
<BR> 
<P>Enter a URL, something like http ://jamisondc/public/documents/</P> 
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<p><input type="text" width=100 name="txtURL"></p> 
<p><input type="button" value="Go" name="cmdGo"></P> 
<P/> 
<div id=responsehere/> 
</body> 
</htmh 

• Using XML to Pass Recordset Data 

While we're on the topic of XML, there's one more thing we want to recommend. 
When you create COM interfaces for your business components, one way to for
mat and return data is through XML. For example, a function signature might _look 
like this: 

GetFolderContents(FolderURL as String, Depth as Long) as String 

In this way you pass back a string, which is actually an XML stream. As a 
result, marshaling is easy and platform neutral. You can even take it one step fur
ther by formatting your input parameters as XML: 

GetFolderContents(InputXML as String) as String 

As you'll see in the "gradebook 2001" example introduced in Chapter 21, we 
used this XML technique to return data to our business components and to our 
ASP pages. 

• Summary 

This chapter provided a brief introduction to XML and introduced places where 
XML can be used in Exchange 2000 applications. We make use of XML in our sam
ple application (gradebook 2001), so refer to Chapter 21 for more uses and expla
nations of XML. 
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This chapter attempts to address the difficult task of recommending the appropri
ate development library for accessing the Web Storage System (WSS), given a set of 
business and infrastructure requirements. We recap the wide range of choices with 
regard to APis and object libraries, providing the pros and cons of each. We also 
provide some scenarios that illustrate why a given API or library can or cannot, or 
should or should not, be used in that scenario. Since this is not a language compar
ison, we'll use Visual Basic as the language for all of the examples. 

• Reviewing the Exchange 2000 Development Choices 

In this first section we'll recap the development choices. We'll focus on eight ways 
to access, store, and use information from the WSS: 

1. ADO 2.5 over ExOLEDB 

2. WebDAV over HTTP 

3. ADO 2.5 using MSDAIPP over HTTP 

4. CDO for Exchange over ExOLEDB 

5. CDO for Exchange over MSDAIPP 

6. FileSystemObject over ExlFS 

7. Outlook 2000 object model overMAPI 

8. CDO 1.21 over MAP! 

451 
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We will present the various techniques in two sections. The first section (Fea
ture Comparison) will review the pros and cons of using each library. The second 
section (Selecting the Best Solution: Scenarios) will present several fictitious sce
narios to help you wade through the choices in real-world settings. At the end of 
the chapter we will summarize the eight techniques in an easy-to-read table. 

11 Feature Comparison 

This section covers the features that are supported by each of the various access 
methods, as well as the pros and cons of each object library. 

ADO 2.5 over ExOLEDB 
Discussed in Chapters 7 and 8, using ADO over the ExOLEDB provider is perhaps 
the most common and recommended way to access the WSS. If you write Web 
pages that access data in an Exchange 2000 server, you will most likely want to use 
ADO with ExOLEDB. ExOLEDB is a native OLE DB provider for the Exchange 
2000 Web Storage System. The provider supports direct URLs and a limited range 
of SQL SELECT queries. 

When to Use 
You would use ADO and the ExOLEDB provider for general access to the WSS 
database. ADO 2.5 can also be used for updating the store. Typical applications 
include same-server COM+ components, same-server ASP pages, and same-server 
Exchange event sinks. 

Pros 
The benefits of using ADO and ExOLEDB include the familiar programming inter
face (ADO 2.5), which allows developers who are not familiar with MAPI to pro
gram against Exchange. The provider also performs well, keeping up with (and in 
many cases surpassing) traditional Exchange access methods. 

In addition, the E:x:OLEDB provider enables access to all property types, 
including WebDAV, Exchange, and MAPI properties, to name a few. 
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Cons 
One of the drawbacks of the ExOLEDB provider is that it supports only a subset of 
the potential OLE DB functionality. For example, it does not support dynamic log
on (using a user name and password) , nor does it support asynchronous updates. 

Another drawback is that you cannot "remote" ExOLEDB. That is, you cannot 
use it from clients; rather you can use ADO 2.5 and the Exchange OLE DB provider 
only on the same server on which you are running your process. See Chapter 8 for 
one possible way around this serious limitation. 

WebDAVover HTTP 

Discu.ssed in Chapter 4, the WebDAV protocol is supported for accessing and 
updating information in the WSS. WebDAV enables you to read and write informa
tion over HTTP. WebDAV also allows you to use XML to define property sets. You 
can send raw WebDAV verbs to read and update the Web Storage System 

When to Use 
You would typically use WebDAV as a client-side or server-side access solution. 
You can either deploy your own Windows-based client application or ensure that 
the user has a rich Web client such as Internet Explorer 5.0 or higher installed. 
Your choices for client-side direct WSS access are essentially MAPI and WebDAV. 
On the server, you would typically make remote server requests from within com
ponents or web pages. 

Pros 
A huge benefit of support for WebDAV is that you can access remote Exchange 
2000 servers over HTTP. This ability eliminates any dependence on proprietary 
access methods such as the Outlook 2000 object model or CDO 1.21. 

Another benefit of WebDAV is that you have raw access to data formatted in 
XML. Thus you can manipulate the data yourself or format the data for display 
using XSL. 

Now that version 3 of the XMLHTTP component is out (which is technically 
part of MSXML), you can make scalable server-to-server WebDAV requests. This is 
your best option for requests that originate from your Web server and call your 
back-end Exchange 2000 server. 

Cons 
You get no built-in collaboration functionality with WebDAV alone. CDO for 
Exchange is not supported over a WebDAV connection (it is supported only over 
ExOLEDB). 
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ADO 2.5 Using MSDAIPP over HTTP 

Our next option, using ADO 2.5 with the Microsoft OLE DB Provider for Internet 
Publishing (MSDAIPP) is really just the WebDAV option with an ADO wrapper. 
We run into pretty much the same pros and cons; we simply get a different object 
model to deal with. 

When to Use 

You would typically use MSDAIPP as a client-side access solution. You would use 
this to deploy your own Windows-based client application (you lose the option to 
feed XML directly into Internet Explorer 5.0). 

Pros 
Again, the huge benefit is that you can access remote Exchange 2000 servers over 
HTTP. This ability eliminates any dependence on proprietary access methods such 
as the Outlook 2000 object model or CDO 1.21. 

The other major benefit of this option is that you can use standard ADO 2.5 
code rather than having to format your own XML and DAV verbs. 

Cons 
MSDAIPP is nol officially supported by Microsoft for requesting information from 
an Exchange 2000 or Web Storage System server. MSDAIPP works in many situa
tions, but it is not the recommended way to access remote Exchange 2000 data. 

COO for Exchange over ExOLEDB 

Using CDO for Exchange 2000 requires you to use the ExOLEDB provider, so this 
option is really the same as ADO over ExOLEDB, except that you get collaboration 
features. Discussed in Chapters 12 through 16, using CDO for Exchange 2000 over 
the ExOLEDB provider is perhaps lhe most common and recommended waY. to 
access the WSS. If you write any code that requires collaboration functionality, 
you'll want to use CDO for Exchange 2000. 

When to Use 

You would use CDO and the ExOLEDB provider for collaboration functionality on 
the Exchange 2000 server. Typical applications include same-server COM+ compo
nents, same-server ASP pages, and same-server Exchange event sinks. 

Pros 
The principal benefit of using CDO for Exchange 2000 is that it provides a significant 
amount of Exchange 2000 functionality so that you can automate your applications. 
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Cons 
Because CDO for Exchange uses ExOLEDB, you cannot "remote'' CDO for 
Exchange. That is, you cannot use it from clients; rather you can use CDO for 
Exchange 2000 only on the same .server on which you are running your process. 
See Chapter 8 for one possible way around this serious limitation. 

COO for Exchange over MSDAIPP 

You simply can't do this. Period. 

FileSystemObject over ExiFS 

Discussed in Chapter 18, the Exchange 2000 lnstallable File System (ExlFS) pro
vides a way to access the WSS by using a drive mapping. Your code can use the File
SystemObject, the Win32 API functions, or something as simple as the Windows File 
Explorer. By default, Exchange maps theM: drive to the entire logical Exchange 
Information Store on the server. Some sample paths include M:\domain.com\ 
MBX\useralias\lnbox (for someones lnbox folder) and M:\domain.com\public 
folders\stuff (for the stuff public folder). 

When to Use 
You would use ExiFS for browsing the contents of an Exchange 2000 database, 
saving files to the Web Storage System using common dialogs, or any other place 
where you don't need Exchange properties. 

Pros 
ExlFS is a very interesting concept because it allows you to store documents and 
other files directly in the store. It provides an easy way to access the WSS via the 
FileSystemObject. In addition, it can be shared like any other drive for remote 
access. 

We did some testing against ExlFS, and it is really fast. It fared just as well as 
ExOLEDB and better than MAPI. 

Cons 
ExlFS is not for backing up your Exchange database. Be sure to use a standard 
backup utility so that the logs can be committed and flushed properly. 

The biggest drawback to ExlFS is that you have no access to Exchange or cus
tom properties (only file system properties). You have access only to an item's 
stream. 
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Note: Be very carefUl when using theM: drive. ExJFS actually des.troys Qath stan
dard and ~ustom properties when certain Win32 f':'nctions are used on it. This is 
an issue that nas been ~nfirmed by MicrosOft. 

Out look 2000 Object Model over MAPI . 

Outlook 2000, still an acceptable way of accessing an Exchange 2000 server, pro
vides a significant amount of functionality in its own right. Discussed in Chapter 6, 
Outlook 2000 has a rich object model, and it has ~een che primary development 
platform for collaboration. 1 

When to Use 
The Outlook 2000 object model is ideal for client-side, collaborative applications. 
You can use the object model for extending Outlook itself, or you can use it as a 
pure object Library for creating your own applications. 

Pros 
The Outlool< 2000 object model, which uses MAPl as its underlying communica
tion scheme, is rich in features and backward compatible with pre-Exchange 2000 
servers. OuLlook 2000 is also still the best bet for accessing Outlook contacts and 
tasks. Ln addition, you can control the OuLlook user interface (Explorer/I.nspector) 
only by using its object model. 

Cons 
Outlook 2000 is for client-side use only. Although it has some interesting features 
for manipulating tasks that CDO for Exchange 2000 Lacks, resist the urge to install 
it on the server. 

COO 1.21 over MAPI 

CDO 1.21, which also uses MAPI, provides similar functionality to that of Out
look. As discussed in Chapter 11, CDO 1.21 is still a supported access mechanism 
for Exchange 2000. In fact, it is the most universally supponed technique because 
it can be used on both che client and the server, it can be used to access remote 
servers, and it is backward compatible. 

When to Use 
CDO 1.21 is most useful for creating applications that are backward compatible 
with Exchange 5.5. COO 1.21 is also useful on the cliem side, combined with the 
Outlook object model. 
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Pros 
The CDO 1.21 object model, which uses MAPl as its underlying communication 
scheme, is fast and backward compatible with pre-Exchange 2000 servers. CDO 1.21 
is thread-safe and may be used on both a client and a server. In many cas~, CDO 1.21 
can be up to 20 times faster than the Outlook object model. 

Cons 
CDO 1.21 lacks access to Outlook properties and WebDAV properties. It is basi
cally limited to MAPl properties. 

Iii Selecting the Best Solution: Scenarios 

In this section we provide some brief case studies, or scenarios, each of which illus
trates a potential customer request. These scenarios should help you select the 
appropriate object library for your own projects. 

Case Study 1: A Mixed Exchange 5.5 and 2000 Environment 
This case study illustrates a common scenario: a mixed Exchange 5.5 and Exchange 
2000 environment. 

Scenario 
Suppose that a customer has both Exchange 5.5 and Exchange 2000 servers. The 
customer wants the ability to move information from another database quickly, as 
well as a Visual Basic application that will run on a Windows client. The applica
tion should be able to update lots of data quickly. How would you develop this 
application? 

Solution 
First you will need access to both Exchange 5.5 and Exchange 2000. Your best bet 
would be to use either CDO 1.21 or Outlook 2000 because they are each compati
ble with both 5.5 and 2000. Since CDO 1.21 is up to 20 times faster than the Out
look object model, you'll probably want to lean toward using CDO 1.21. As long as 
support for all Outlook data types is not required, CDO 1.21 is the better choice. 

Case Study 2: Levels of Web Support in Exchange 2000 
over Exchange 5.5 
This case study illustrates the various leveJs of Web support in Exchange 2000 over 
Exchange 5.5. 
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Scenario 
The customer is running in an Exchange environment and wants a Web-based 
planning calendar for the team. 

Solution 
Since the version of Exchange server was not specified, let's look at both possibili
ties. If the customer is using Exchange 5.5, the only choice is to use CDO 1.21 
because the Exchange OLE DB provider is Exchange 2000 only, and Outlook 
should not be run on the Web server. If the customer is using Exchange 2000, the 
best choice is to use ADO 2.5 and CDO for Exchange 2000 over ExOLEDB because 
they are designed for Web applications. 1 

Case Study 3: Using Exchange in a Workgroup Environment 
This scenario illustrates the use of Exchange 2000 in a workgroup environment. 

Scenario 
The customer is rolling out Windows 2000 and wants to create a group-level, Web
based document storage and retrieval application. 

Solution 
The customer would benefit most from Exchange 2000 Server. After installing 
Exchange 2000, write an ASP application using ADO 2.5 against the local 
Exchange 2000 Web Storage System database. 

Case Study 4: Accessing Remote Exchange 2000 Information from a 
Web Server 
This scenario illustrates the options for accessing remote Exchange 2000 informa
tion from a Web server. 

Scenario 
The customer wants a Web application to run on a Windows 2000 server. The Web 
application should access information on a remote Exchange 2000 server via the 
Web application. 

Solution 
The ideal solution here would be to write ADO code that accesses the remote store 
over ExOLEDB. However, this option is not supported. Do not use ADO over 
MSDAIPP because this option is not supported against the Web Storage System. 
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Summary 

The alternatives, then, are to use COO 1.21, which can be used in ASP against 
remote stores. You can also liSe WebDAV over XMLHTTP (version 3 or above). 
Finally, you can use ADO 2.5 and ExOLEDB wrapped in a custom component that 
is accessed via COM+ (DCOM) from server to server. Chapter 8 discusses how to 
do lhis. 

11 Summary 

We have covered several ways to access the Exchange 2000 Web Storage System. 
Each technique has a distinct set of advantages and disadvantages, so consider each 
business scenario carefully. Table 19.1 summarizes the choices and their implica
tions. Note !hat developmenr choices are always evolving, so you should check the 
latest versions of your client and server technologies for updates to the information 
in this table. 

Table 19.1 Feature Comparison of Exchange 2000 Access Methods 

Property Remote Server- Client- Collaboration 
Method Speed Acce.ss Access? Side Side Features? 

ADO 2.5 over ExOLEDB Fast Yes No Yes No No 

WebDAV over HTTP Fast Yes Yes Yes Yes No 
(version 3) 

ADO 2.5 using MSDAIPP over Fast Yes Yes No Yes No 
HTTP (not officially supported) 

COO for Exchange over Fast Yes No Yes No Yes 
ExOLEOB 

CDO for Exchange over N/A N/A N/A N/A NIA N/A 
MSDAI.PP 

FUeSystemObject over ExlFS Fast No Yes, ove.r Yes Yes No 
a share 

Outlook 2000 object model Slow Yes, but Yes Yes No Yes 
overMAPI only MAP! 

properties 

COO 1.21 over MAPI Medium Yes, but Yes Yes Yes Some 
onlyMAPI 
properties 




